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I. Overview of Evaluation

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
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TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

One purpose of educational evaluation is to provide decision makers with

information about the effectiveness of.an educational program, product,.or

procedure. Within this perspective, evaluation is viewed as a process in

which data are obtained, analyzed, and synthesized into relevant information

for decision making.

While most evaluation activities fit comfortably within the bounds of

this definition, the specific approach used and procedures employed vary from

one evaluation study to another as a function of who is doing the evaluation,

the context in which the evaluation is to occur and the desires and needs of

the individual or agency contracting the evaluation. While there is basic

agreement about,the fundamental role of evaluation in education, beyond this

there is considerable vaAiance in the conceptual frameworks used by practitioners.

:ndeed, even the ways in which evaluation has been defined in the literature

has produced considerable debate.

Bloc-m, Hastings ,ind Madaus (1971) point to five different facets of evalua-

icn, t all of which are included in other definitions. These authors pose

a broa:1 view of evaluation consisting of the following activitias;

1. Acquiring an.-1 processing the evidence needed to improve

the stuchmts learning and the teaching.

1

Yhe author wouid Ilk.- to tank Ron Jemelka for his many significant contribu-
tions tn this paper, especially those pertaining to the concept of value-oriented
ovaluation which will appear in Jemelka, R. and G. Borich, Traditional and
I:merging Definitions uf Fducational Evaluation, Evaluaion Quarterly, in press.
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2. Employing a great variety of evidence beyond the final

paper and pencil examination.

3. Clarifying,ehe significant goals and objectives of education

and determining the extent to which the students are

developing in these desired ways.

4. Instituting a system of quality control in which it may be

determined at each step in the teaching-learning process

whether the process is effective or not and if not, what

changes must be made to insure effectiveness.

5. And, ascertaining whether alternative procedures are equally

effective or not in achieving a set of educational ends

(p. 7-8).

As general as these activities may appear, they are not the only purposes

for which evaluations can be cortducted. Stufflebeam et al. (1971), for example,

divide evaluation into a four part process consisting of context, input,

procesA and product evaluations, each with its own objectives and methods,

while Provus (1971) , Stake (1967), Hammond (1973), Metfessel and Michael (1967)

as well as others conceptualize and partition the process, ir not the domain,

of evaluation in still other ways.

With uvaluators differing on such basic issues, it is not surprising that

one can find numerous evaluation paradigms or "models" in the literature to

hnlp shape and luide evaluatim activities. The problem for the evaluator

h,!comos one of chuosinq the conceptualization ot model most appropriate to his

evaluation proble:m. Because the eyaluation models appearing in the literature

are purposely general so as to be applicable to a wide variety of educational

problems, the task OL thoosinq that conceptualization of evaluation most
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appropriate to a specific purpose become's even more arduous. One focus of

this paper will be to trace the origins of the problem of choosing the cotrect

conceptualization or model for an evaluation and to identify some of the

underlying factors which have contributed to the heterogeneity of opinion -

concerning the definition, nature and scope of educational evaluation.

To.this end I will present an overview of some historical developments

which have influenced the growth of educational evaliation. This chronology

will provide the foundation for an interpretation of contemporary movements

in tho field and the extrapolation of theie movements to the not-to-distant

future.

Before proceding a personal note is in order. I have struggled in this

writing to keep separate the idea of where the field of evaluation is going

from the idea of where this author believes it should be going. As most

authors will attest any writing is inextricably tied to the author's background,

training and philosophy and this chapter is no exception. As Kuhn (1970) has

made us painfully aware "an apparently arbitrary element, OomPounded of

personal and historical accident, is always a formative ingredient of the

belietfs espoused by a given scientific community (and scientist) at a given

time....among those legitimate possibilities, the particular conclusions he

.loos arrive at are probably determined by his prior experience in other fields,

by accidents of his investigation, and by his own individual makeup" (p. 4).

IN.iihn's observation ledds us to ask who might be the wiser: the scientist who

writes about his field influenced by his own implicit biases and the philosophy

hiLs scientific community or the objective scholar'who chronicles the

accomilishments of a discipline with which he has only fundamental knowledge?

When ow Country chm;e the Swedish sociologist Gunnar Mydal to write an objective
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r6port on the status of the American Negro, ii clearly valued the view of

an outsider. While it is difficult to measure the conr.Nuences of ither

approach, history has shown the value of each. Where the reader feels my .

own interpretation is.only one interpretation that may be made from these

historical trends, he or she will no doubt be correct.



II. teihere We Are Now: History.and Current Status of Evaluation'

This section briefl) reviews the history of educational evaluation, presents

the roles evaluation has traditionally played in education, and Summarizei the

current status of the field.

Educational Developments and Societal Trends Influencin the Growth and Develo ment

of Evaluation.

In the first three decades of this century the measurement of human abilities

grew out of early work by Binet, Thorndike, and Thurstone. This newly developed

measurement technologY had much appeal to educators and was assimulated into
.

educational practice, giving rise to the development of standardized.achievement

tests which made possible large scale testing programs. The accreditation move-

ment also,flourished during this early period and with the develoPment of formal

accrediting policies for colleges and tchools, program evaluation gained a foothold

in education. Later, the Educational Testing Service (ETS) establishedin 1947

and a national system of research and development centers and laboratories

established in 1966 provided additional momentum to the If14 of evaluation

through evaluation projects and contritsutions to evaluation methodology.

(See Borich, 1974, and 1.0ynor, 1974, for a selection of evaluation contribu-

tions from Lhese centers and laboratories).

Impact of Operationalism and the Behavioral Ob'ectives Movement*

The concept of behavioral-dbjectives has held a position of importance in

the field of evaluation for almost half a century. One origin of the concept of

behavioral objectives can be traced to a book by Bridgman (1927) titled the

*I am indebted to Bloom, Hastings and Madaus (1971) for the early origins of
this movement.
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Logic of Moderallyslal. In his book Bridgman pointed to the need to define

new constructs by.describing the operations used to measure them. Bridgman's

concept offered an alternative to the practice of defining constructs by*their

apparent commonality or lack of commonality with other constructs which, earlier

had been defined in the same manner. Through the efforts of Bridgman and.

parallel efforts of others the idea of operationally defining constructs became

incorporated into the behavioral sciences, where constructs such as "motivation,"

"anxiety," and "learning" were redefined in terms of the measurement operations

used to observe them. Other frequently used constructs, such as the construct

"insight," took on mostly theoretical significance for lack of practical and

reliable means of measuring them. This process of tying construo# definition to

construct measurement became an integral part of the school known as behaytiorism

to which the behavioral objectives movements owes its beginning.

The application of operationalism to education resulted in the outgrowth of

two distinct but related movements. The first is typified by Tyler's Eight

Year Study of secondary Education for the Progressive Education Association

(.1mith and Tyler, 1942) in which behavioral objectives were extensively used to

evaluate "progressive" attempts to apply new curricula and approaches to instruc-

tion. Tyler's contribution is significant not only because it offered tho first

exampl!, of how behavioral objectives could be used to construct evaluation

instruments and to appraise the effectiveness of curricula but also because

it provided the impetus for many developments in the field which were to follow.

Some of the more noteworthy of these were the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives

in the Cognitive Domain (Bloom, et al. 1956) and Affective Domain (Krathwohl et

al., 1.)11)4) and a popular book by Maqur (1962) on how to write educational ob-

jec!tives. These volnmos, in turn, stimulated an extensive literature on behavioral
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oblectives, btoth in support of and critical of their application in the schools

(Popham, 1969, Eisner, 1969).

A second movement-rooted in a behavioristic philosophy.was the programmed

instruction and related computer assisted instruction movement of the 14e 1950's
a

and 1960's. Behaviorally stated objectives were central to both these forms of-

instruction. The developOent of rogrammed and coMputer assisted instruction

depended heavily on the specification and breaking down of content into discrete

learnable units having measureable outcomes, for which the concept of behavioral

,objectives was ideally suited. In this behavioralistic setting, several large

Aevelopment and evaluation projects were begun. Of particular note were evaluations
.

:

of the Plato and Ticcit computer assisted instruction projects designed to study

the cost and effectiveness of computer based instruction.for teaching large numbers

of geographically dispersed students. (See 41.1derman,, 1978; Murphy and Appel, 1977;

and Orlansky and String, 1978, for evaluations of these and other computer based

instruction projects.)

The Impact of the Curriculum Reform Movement

A major impettiS to the development of evaluation was the curriculum reform

movement. Spanning roughly the decades of the 1950.'s and 1960's the curriculum

rerorm movement was characterized by widespread change in the philosophy, techniquei

and materials used in teaching elementary and secondary school children. Most nota-

ble were tha changes which occurred in the sciences shoray after the 1957 launching

of tn.... soviet satelite, Sputnik. Prior to this unsettling event, curricula for the

uhLic 3chuols were written primArily by individuals, authoring textbooks which

only slightly t!ie style and content of earlier versions. Due partly

te the inability of any sinqle author to undertake major curriculum reform and

partly to the liability to oneself and publisher such reform might present if not

saiouple. curriculum chinges were slow and for the most part conservative. With

soviet competition in thn sciences, how(wer, came the impetus for the federal

Li
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government to play an increasing role in the field of education, at first

through the vehicle of the Natisonal Science Foundation and later through the

efforts of the U.S. Office of Education and the National Institute of Education.

The post-Sputnik era provided the contextbfor new iniiia0ves in the design

, and development of curricular materials, particularly in the fields of science

and mathematics. These initiatives represented not only an effort to reform

certain segments of the school curriculum but also to try new approaches to

curriculum development which placed decreasing emphasis on the individual author

and increasing emphasis on(teams of specialists brought together by public monies

specifically for the purpose of infusing the school curriculum with the latest

scientific advances. New content and innovative ways of presenting it became°

more palatable with the burden of risk for a development project being shared

by teams of specialists sponsored by government monies. Even more appealing

was the fact that often extensive discussions, symposia and workshops would

'accompany these development projects for the purpose of giving teachers and

scientists a significant role in the design and selection of content. This

unique integration of theory and practice became a key. element in a.

process which was to becoMe characteristic of the curriculum reform.movement.

-Also of significance was the fact that with the systematic approach to curri-

culum development the previously isolated concepts of development and evaluation

became parts of a unitary process. Because of the experimental nature of much

of the content and approaches used, pilo. and field testing of instructional

components became logical extensions of the curriculum development effort. It

was in this context that projects such as the Biological Sciences Curriculum

:;tudy (BSCS), The Chemical Education Materials Study ((Them Study), the Physical

S.7tence Study Committee (PSSC) and School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG) were
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born. These projects contributed .significantly to the .field of evaluation oy

.,eMploying development ptrategies which required the repeated testing and revision

of components parts of the curriculum. This process of testing.well-defined

. units of

tion was

Grobman,

a curriculum durin0 development for purposes of, revision and modifica-

later to be coined "formative evaluation" by Scriven (l967)., (See

l968, foea review of the curriculum reform movement and a history of

thejliological Sciences Curriculum Study);

The significant role which evaluation played in these projects stiMulated

efforts 4t several universities to mount doctoral training programs in the

area of evaluation. Training programs were begun at the Ohio State University

influenced principally by Professor Stufflebeam (now at Western Michigan Univer-

sity), the University of Illinois influenced principally by Professor Stake and
A

at the University of Virginia influenced principally by' the late Professor

Provus. In addition each of theSe individuals developed in conjunction with

his training curriculum an evaluation model which could be used in evaluating
4.

educational programs and curricula. These models would later figtxe centrally

in the development of the field of evaluation.

The Impact of ESEA

Despite the influence of the behavioral objectives and curriculum reform

movements, there was still relatively little emphasis placed on the evaluation

of educational programs by the mid 1960's. It was within this context that

the U.S. Congress began debate on the Elementary and-Secondary Education Act

of 1965 (ESEA). This compreheri.ve and ambitious educational legislat.ion was

to make available large sums of money ih the'forw of grants to universities and lo-

cal. edtwation agencies for educational materials, 'development and research.

As the bill was debated, concern was expressed that there were no assurances

,
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that the federal monies made available would actually result'in improvements

the-quality of education. This concern was perhaps magnified by tha general

belief that, in the past, educators had.done epoor job of accounting for-the

federal moneY theY spont.

.Motivated by this concprn, the Congress insisted on a lirovieion to FSEA

-requiring that evaluation repocts be submitted by grantees reporting the

impact of their programs. These guidelines were conveyed to

prospective grantees in an,ESEA Title III manual published by the U.S. Offide

of Education, requiring the applicant to;

A. WLere applicable, describe the methods, techniques ami

objectives which will be used to*determine the degree

to which the objectives of the proposed program are

achieved.

B. Describe the instruments to be used to conduct the

evaluation, and

C. Provide a separate estimate of costs for evaluation

purposes. (p. 48)

Although the final version of the bill did not require evaluation of all

the programs (titles) under ESEA, there was a clear loandate from those providing

teLleraL funds for education that programs utilizing these funds be accountable

for tho educational programs, products, and procedures they developed and/or

iLylemented. For the first time educators were required to devote time and

resources to'evaluating their own efforts.

This emphasis on accountability became evident again in 1971, when a rider

was placed on legislation requiring that all ESEA projects be evaluated by the

Tranto. The current popularity of "sunset" and "sunshine" policies and zero-

based budgtting among both state and federal funding agencies reflects this

,
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contintted emphasis on accountability. These policies require the recipients

of funds to justify refunding of their program each year or program cycle and

to make program decisions and expenditures a matter of public record.

Impact of School and Teacher Accountability

a

The concept of' 'school and teacher accountability emerggd as an outgrowth of the
0

EsEA Legislation of 1965 and 1911. Federal agericiei and grantees responsible forf
.,..,

innovative ESEA programs were only the first to feel the pressure for.accounta-

bility. Because many of these programs dealt directly wttli the schools, the

accountability demanded of them,alsu raised questions about the school staff

who played a prominent role in their implementation. Consequently, teaching

effectiveness and the administrative accountability of schools in general often

became the focus of attempts to mOnitor and evaluate federally funded programs. -

The concepts of "accountability," "cost-benefit," and "quality assurance,"

filtered down idspirit, if not in substance, to.the local school and teacher.

:By 1970 community pressures began to bear down on the local school, often

demanding accountabtlity in terms of pupil outcome. In some cases school

administrators responded to these pressures by concentrating on the more obvious

indicators of effectiveness, such as pupil performance on national achievement

tests, number of college admissions, and National Merit scholarships. Others

b,..gan exploring ways to make cost-effectivedecisions ab)ut the operation and

management of their school in order to prove that increased revenues actually 4

produced more effective teaching end learning. School administrators embraced

accountability procedures in answer to community pressures for more objectively

determined and effective ways to spend'school revenue and to make internal deci-.

.sions that could be dafended to school boards, PTA's and professional groups%

It was within this context of widespread community concern about higher but

aw.k.
4-.51
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apparontly unproductive school expenditures that soma state governments began

.discussing legislation requiring the appraisal of school-district personnel.

A prime example of state-enacted accountability legislatiop was California's

Stull Act passed in 1971, requiring that school boards in that state evaluate

their educatore.yearly and provide recommendatiens for their professional develop-

/1 mept. 1.11e stull Act gave local communities a mandate to develop procedures for

appraising school district personnel and for periodically reporting appraisal

data back to the teacher; in order to upgrade his or her performance. A major

.impact of the school and teacher accountability movement on the general field of

evaluation has been in the area of process evaluation. In order to evaluate the

performance of teachers, reaSearchers have operationally defined a large number

of teacher behaviors or "competencies" which have shown to relate to pupil achieve-

, ment. Many of these teacher behaviors and related instrudentation have been used
1.

by evaluators to studytheigocesses with which instructional staff implement

educational programs and curricula. (See Borich, 1977,for other contributions of

the school and teacher accountability movement.)

A summary of the contributions to evaluation associated witfi operationalism,

curriculum reform, ESEA Legislation and school accountability appears in Table 1.

Table 1

Some Contributions Associated with

Four Milestones in the Field of Evaluation

Milostones Contributions

1. operatlonalism Definining constructs by the procedures

uSed to measure them

Ose of behavioral objectives for program

design and evaluation

Programmed instruction



Tabte 1
(contilnued)

(1. Operationalism)

2. Curriculum reform

3. Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965

4. School accountability

ce.
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Computei assisted instruction

Increased federal expenditure in

education

New initiatives in instructional

techniques and materials

Cooperation of scientists and teachers

on the design of curricula

Integration of curriculum development

and evaluation as a unitary process

(formative evaluation)

Doctoral training programs ir. evaluation

Federal commitment to evaluation

Federall mandated and funded evaluations

The principle of refunding contingent

on evaluation results

Project accountability at the local level

Teacher and administrator accountability

Pupil behavior as criterion of program

(teacher) success

State mandated evaluations

Process evaluation techniques and

instruments

Evaluation as feedback for professional

development.
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ttuEla to the Demand for Effective Evaluation

Although citizens were generallypositive about. the explicit mandates con-

tained in ESEA legislation and California's Stull Act, it became evident by

mid 1970 that educators were not prepared to effectively implement either of

these new mandates. Moreover, the sudden increase in demand for capable

evaluators brought about by these manda6s quickly exhausted the supply. Few

educators had any formal training in evaluation and often local school personnel

were pressed into service as program evaluators.

One obstacle to the implementation of these mandates was the inability of

local, state and federal administrators to.apply the mandates. The evaluation

conCepts created by educators in the preceding decade no longer seemed adequate

to answer the questions which nowvere being asked of these programs. Aft&

reviewing the evaluation reports of ESEA programs, Guba (1969) concluded that.

The traditional methods of evaluation have failed educators in

their attempts to assess thn impact of innovations in operating

systems. Indeed, for decades the evidence produced by the

application of conventional evaluation procedures has contra-

dicted the experiential evidence of the practitioner. Innova-

tions have persisted in education not because of the supporting

evidence of *tvaluation but despite it. (p. 28)

and At another poinu argued that,

When thu ,widence proctuced by any scientific concept or technique

contLnually iLi to affirm experiential observation and theory

arising from that observation, the technique may itself appro-

priately be called into question. (p. 30)

I
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with the emergence of ESEA name not only a need for new management strate-

gies to monitor these programs but also a need fer improved evaluation designs

to test their effectii/eness.

Reflecting on the current state of evaluation practice the report of the

Phi Delta Kappa (PDK) national study committee on evaluation (Stufflebeam,

Foley, Gephart, Guba, Hammond, Merriman and Provus, 1971) concluded that

evaluation was "seized with a great illness" (p. 4). The "symptoms" of this

illness, as stated by the PDK committee were:

(1) The Avoidance Symptom - Eval}lation is perceived as a

_-

painful process which may expose a school districts'

'programs or individuals' shortcomings. Evaluation is

avoided unless absolutely necessary.

(2) The Anxiety Symptom - Evaluation evokes anxiety. The

educator as well as the evaluator knows how cursory,

inadequate, and subject to error the evaluation process

can be. The ambiguity in the evaluation process engenders

anxiety in both the educator and evaluator.

(3) The Immobilization Symptom - Despite federal requirements

to evaluate, evaluative data on educational programs,

productl; nd procedures are still rare. This lethargy

and lack of responsiveness is symptomatic of deeper ills.

(4) Lack of Theory and Guidelines Symptom - There is a.lack

of unified theory of evaluation. With evaluators.differinq

among themselves about what evaluation should-and should

not be, the evaluator in the field is left to his own
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devices ior conducting evaluative inquiry; there are few

useful guidelines for him to follow.

(5) The Misadvice Symptom - There is ample evidence that

qvaluation consultants have provided educational practi-

tioners with poor advice. Not only is there a lack of

adequate guidelines but obtaining advice from an evaluation

"expert" is no guarantee that a technically sound evaluation

report will result.

And, to these were added the lack of trained personnel, the lack of know-

ledge about decision processes, the lack of values and criteria for judging

evdluation results, the,need to have different evaluation approaches for different

types of audiences, and the lack of techniques and mechanisms for organizing,

ptocuring and reporting nvaluative information.

Tne foregoing suggest that at the beginning of the past decade the relatively

new discipline of evaluation was-indeed besieged with problems which could be

'conceptualized as deficiencies. These deficiencies, though, were themselves

symptoms of a more fundamental ill: the lack of an adequate definition of

evaluation and the lack of adequate evaluation theory.

Traditional Definitions of Evaluation

The lack of an adequate theoretical base for the discipline of evaluation

has often been c/ited as a factor 4hich has stifled the development of the

tiold and its ability to provide meaningful evaluative data to educational

practitioners. Even more problematic, however, is the lack of consensus among

evaluators as to how evaluation should he defined.

li
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Evaluation has been arbitrarily defined in a number of ways. Four defini-

tions which have achieved some popularity during the development of the field

are the following.

Evaluation as measurement. This early definitlon of imaluation came-
to the forefront during the 1920's and 1930's with the rise of the measure-

ment movemen. in psychology and education. Evaluation received considerable

impetus frc the emergence of the science of measuremen:.; and it is not sur-

prising that the terms were equated during the 1930's. .More current measure-

ment defirdtions have been expanded to give a. broader focus to the term

evaluation but maintainingthe close tie to measurement. Consider the

following definition from a Measurement text by Thorndike and Hagen (1965,

p. 27):

The term "evaluation":as we use it is closely related to

measurement. It is in some respects more inclusive,

includOg informal and intuitive judgments....saying what

is desirable and ,good. Good measurement techniques pro-

vide the solid founddtion of sound evaluation.,

Defining evaluation as measurement has the advantages of building directly

on the 3oientifià me.asurement movement with its attendant objectivity and

reliability. Further, measurement instruments yield data which are mathema-

tically and statistically manipulatable, facilitating the establishment of

norms and standards. The disadvantage of this definition of evaluation is

Lhat Lt. is totally d(!pendent on the development, administration, scoring and

intorprotation of measurement instruments (tests, questionnaires, attitude

3ca1.us, utc.) which take time to develop and are relatively expensive. This

aiproaLqi also obscures judgments and judgment criteria. Scores become entities
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unto themselves while.concepts behind the scores tend to be obfuscated. A

final disadvantage, 4nd perhaps the most important, is that variables which

do not lend themselves readily to measurement are often eliminated or ighpred.

(See,Thorndike and Hagen, 1965, and Ebel, 1965, for further' explication of NN,

this approach to evaluation.)

Evaluation as determining congruence. This widely accepted definition of

evaluation is concerned with the congruence between performance and objectives,

i.e., determining the degree to which the performances of students are congruent

with the objectives of instruction. The major proponent of this definition was

Tyler who, reporting ,on his Eight Year Study of Progressive Education (Smith

and Tyler, 1942), viewed educational objectives aspchanges in behavior. /f a

program 3ucceeded in bringing 'about the desired changes (i.e., if there was a

congruence between student performance and the objectives) then the program was

judged successful.

A major advantage of this approach is that it forces educators to concept-

ualize clearly the goals of instruction and requires their full articulation.

Further, this eMphasis on objectives provides at least implicit criteria for

judging the success of a program. Another distinct advantage of tnis

definition is that it allows for tho evaluation of education processes (e.g.

tycher behavior) as well as educational products (e.g. student achievement).

one disadvanClge of this definition includes the fact.that objectives have to

be made specific to be measurable, which may obscure important but less specifiable

objo,:tivs (i.ntended by program developers. Another disadvantage is the heavy em-

phasis placed on.student behaviors. A new staffing policy or instructional strategy

\

is evaluated in terms of student achievement, and such issues as cost-effectiveness,

t.
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teacher satisfaction and student discipline may bu ignored. A related.disadvantage

of emphasfzing student achievement is that congruence evaluations tend to be

ex cost facto. Although Tyler's approach allows for evaluation of process,

the data emphasized in this approach, that of student performance, are available

only at the end of the project when the performance of students is compared

to program ob3ectives. Thus, valuable process data are often not collected

(or at least not emphasized) and the opportunity for feedback and program

modification is often lost. (See Tyler, 1950, and Furst, 1964, for a
0

further discussiOn of this definition of evaluation.)

Evaluatiol as prolessional judgment. The definitions discussed above place

little emphasis on the judgmental process. Attaching value to the data was

assumed. In this definition evaluation is professional judgment. The most

common practice.in this approach is site visitation, such as that used in

accrediting schools and colleges. A visiting team of experts come to "soak up"
,

the environment, and to use their expertise in rendering a judgment of program

effectiveness.

Advantages of this approach include ease of implementation, consideration

of a large number of quantitative and qualitative variables (including the

context, experience and expertise of the evaluators) and quick "turn around"

of results and conclusions. Major disadvantages include the,questionable

objectivity and reliability of the judgments that are made, the ambiguity of the

ya;ment '.:riteria, and the-difficulty in generalizing results f the evaluation

io othor programs or institutions.

Fvaluation as appljed rosearch. Although evaluation usually has not been

defined in terms of research, a sorting through of evaluation studies reveals

a stron4 reliance on the scientific method and an even heavier emphasis on
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the experimental designs and statistical tools of research. This result is

not surprising when considering that the typical evaluatqt is usually exten-
,

sively trained in the methodology of research and often only minimally trained

in those conepts unique to evaluation.

*Despite obvious advantages of classical research methodologyesuch as

experimental control over variables and the statistical power of parametric

statistical techniques, there are practical considerations which limit the

applicability of these procedures to educational problems. These were presented

by Stufflebeam et al., (1971) *and are updated and summarized below with some

extensions and modifications.

1. Laboratory anti.sepsis. Cooley'and Lohnes (1976) point

out that scientific research attempts to validate the

existence of cause-and-effect relationships with the

ultimate goal being the development of a consistent and

parsimonious theory of natural phenomena. Evaluation

research, on the other hand, is concerned with means-end

relationships with the ultimate goal being a rational

choice between alternatives for action. Because scientific

research pursues universal laws, knowledge must be obtained

in a context-independent way. Experimental manipulation

is used to control all confounding and extraneous varia-

bles. The evaluation of an educational program is concerned$1

however, with all the mi::igating variables affecting some

educational outcome. "In order to provide useful data,

. educational evaluation does not need the antiseptic world

of the laboratory, but the septic world of the classroom
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and school" (Stufflebeam, et al., 1971,.p. 22). Laboratory

research designs require conditions usually not attainable

in evaluation contexts.

2. Effects of intirvention. In scientific research, variables

are manipUlated by the experimenterto create critical

comparisons df the ways variables interact. Thus, the

experimenter's intents become part of the data. The evaluator.,

on the other hand, attempts to assess.interactions in a

real rather than contrived environment. His data col-

lection must be done unobtrusively so as to not confound

his results.
1

4.

3. Termiral availability of data. Research.designs typically attempt

to assess the effect o'f some experimental treatment. The

.treatment is administered, then data are collected and

analyzed. Data for making judgments are av,ailable only

after the treatment has been administered.' This precludes

the use of data to refine a treatment, although continuous

refinement of an ongoihg educational program is a frequent

function of evaluation.

4. rl troatmonts only. For purposes of experimental

r:ontrol, scientific research requires that a treatment

be evaluated'arone. It several treatments are operating

simultaneously, their effects will confound each other.

Educators, on the other hand, cannot withhold a poten-

tially beneficial educational program because students

are concurrently enrolled.in other treatments.
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5. tffects of.,control variables. Random assignment is

generally not possible in educational settings. Thus,

to equate treatment groups (in order to enhance their

comparability) evaluators usually match groups on

selected control variables such as intelligence levels,

.ethnic mix, classroom size, socioeconomic staLas, and

the like. The problem with this procedure is that

criterion variables (such as measures of cognitive or

affective achievement) are often correlated with these

control variables causing treatment differencet to be

obscured.

6. InaPplicability of assumptions. Some assumptions

underlying the use of parametric statistical proce-

dures may not be met in the usual evaluation settings

for example when distributions are severely skewed,

relationships nonlinear, or group variances

unequal.

7. Kt.stricted decision ,rules. Conventional statistical

techniques contain decision rules of the simple "go-no

go" variety. A 'lull hypothesis may be rejected or

accepted or treatment X may be judged better than

treatment Y. EValuators are often aSked to bring their

expertise to bear in more complex decision settings.

t)
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In a similar fashion Hemphill (1969) 116/0 distinguished research from

evaluation along six dimensions; problem selection, ieplication, determina-

tion of data, determination of hypotheses, values and control. To emphasize

the differences between research and evaluation, Hemphill cast these

dimensions in parallel form. These dimensions are noted in Table 2.

Table 2

Contrasts Between Research and Evaluation

Research Evaluation-

1. Problemsselection and definition

is the responsibility of the indi-

vidual doing the study.

2. 'Given the statement of the problem

and the hypothesis, the study can

be replicated.

3. The data to be collected are

determined largely by the problem

and hypothesis.

4. Tentative answers may be derived

by deduction from theories or by

induction from an organIzed body

of knowledge.

Many people may be involved in the

definition of the problem and

because of its complexity, it is

difficult to define.

The study is unique to a-situation

and seldom can be replicated,

even approximately.

Tlie data to be collected are

heavily influenced if not

determinted by feasibility.

Precise hypotheses usually cannot

be generated; rather the task

becomes*one of testing generaliza-

tions some of which may be basically

contradictory.
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5. Value judgments are limited to Value judgments av made explicit

those impl.icit in the selection by the selection and definition of

of the problem, the problem as well as by the

development and implementation of

the study.

6. Relevant variables can be Only superficial control of poten-

manipulated or controlled by tially confounding variables can

including them in the design, be achieved.

While all-exclusive distinctions between research and evaluation are often

subjects of controversy, most 4evaluators and researchers implicitly support a
/

broad separation between these two modes of inquiry. So sharply has the line

between research and evaluation been drawn at times that some evaluators contend

that the two modes of inquiry are basically incompatible and ultimately must

employ different methodology.

Models far_ Evaluation

Different conceptions of evaluation have spawned numerous, paradigms or

mOdels for implementing an evaluation study. These paradigms or models, however,

represent different conceptions of evaluation more than they do different objec-

tives or contexts for evaluation. Matching a particular type of evaluation

problem to a 1.,articular model does not seem possible nor does there seem to be

explicit rationale as to why an evaluator might choose one model over another.

This has left evaluators without criteria for selecting the most appropriate

model for a given evaluation problem.

Some educators and program develops operate under the assumption that a
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variety of specific evaluation models exist which are readily applicable°to

their particular educational problem: When ttie time for evaluation comes,

the task is-deemed as a simple one of selecting-an'appropriate model, plugging

the program into it and analyzing the results. .Eicaluation models generally

are not precise or specific and the choice of an evaluation model is itself

a value judgment about how an educational programoshould be evaluated. An

alternative to selecting a general model'is to adapt a model developed for a

speci,fic setting and generalize it to one's bwn problem context. Highly Specific,

models are, however, developed within a narrow context and are generalizable

only to those settings which have identical or hiihlbsimilar administrative

organizations, fund%ing and political presses, personnel compositions, data analysis

Support'systemsv, client populations, educational objectives, and personnel,biases

about-what is and is not important in evaluating a program.

A variety of evaluation models abound in the professional literature.

Some are purposively gene - so as to be applicable to,a variety of educational

contexts (cf Hammond, 1973; Metfessel and Michael, 1967; Provus, 1971; Stake,

1967; stufflebeam et al:, 1971), while others are developed to meet evaluation

needs in a specific setting (cf Bellidtt, 1969: Dykstra,.1968; Emrick, SorenSon,

tearns, 1971; and the Interservice Procedures for Instructional Systems Develop-

ment (unsp) model, 1975)M To underscore their general nature three popular

evaluation models are summarized below.

The Discrepancy Evaluation Model

This(model, developed by Provus (1971), divides evaluation into five stages.

t.age 1. This stage documents program aescription. The evaluator obtains

from the program staff a comprehensive destription of program inputs, processes

ahd outputs. These are compared to the staff's definition of the program.

Dis.trepancies are noted and used to modify program definition such that it is

(*)

congruent with program components.
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stage 2. In this stage field observations are used to determine if the

program is being implemented as intended. Discrepancy information is used

to modify program implementation. This is also called "process" evaluation.
1
4

Stage 3. In this stage it is determined whether program components are

lengendering the attainment of intermediate or enabling educational objectives

as intend4 It is a check on Whether student behavior is changing ai expected.

Discrepancy information is used to modify either the program components or the

objectives. This stage is similar to Scriven's (1967) concept of formative

evaluation. 4r7i
'445

Stage 4. In this stage it is determined whether program componenti are

leading students to terminal program objectives. This stage often uses pre-

post behavior change and sometimes control vs. experimental comparisons. This

stage is similar to what is called summative evaluation.

Stage 5. In this stage (which is not always applicable) the experimental

. program is compared to.a realistic alternative. "An experiftental or quai-

experimental design (Campbell & Stanley, 1966) is used to prove that program

benefit"is commensurate with cost.

This model's components include agreeing on program standards, deteimining

whether a discrepancy exists between aspects of a program and standards governing

thos.1 aspects, and using discrepancy information to identify program weaknesses.

Dis,:repancy information at each stage leads to a decision whether to proceed to

the next stage or to alter either program standards or operations. Advancement

to a subsequent stage is contingent on attaining congruence between operations

and standards at the previous stage. If congruence is not possible program

termination is recommended, although in practice this option is rarely chosen.
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This model (Stake, 1967) divides educational programs inpo three major con-

cepts:

, 1. Antecedents - conditions existing prior to training that mdy be

related to outcomes such as previOus experience, interest and

aptitude.

2. Transactions - encounters .of students with teacher, aehor with

reader, parent with counselor or some educational activity such

as the presentation of a film, a class discussion or working

a homework problem.

3. Outcomes - measures of.the impact of instruction on students,

A
teacher, administrators, parents or others. These are usually

measures of abilities, achievements, attitudes, aspirations,

etc. Outcomes can be immediate or long range, cognitive or

affective, personal or community-wide.

To Stake, evaluation involves (1) examining the logical contingencies

that exist between intended antecedents, transactions and outcomes; (2) deter-

mining the congruence between intended and observed antecedents, transactions

and outcomes; and (3) determining the empirical contingencies between observed

antecedents, transactions and outcomes. Illogical contingencies, lack of

congruence, and possibly, a failure to establish empirical contingencies aid

in identifying program weaknesses.

The C1PP Evaluation Model

This model, devolopod by the Phi Dolta Kappa Commission on Evaluation

(Stufflebeam, et al., 1)7l), divides evaluation into tour distinct strategies
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- Context evaluation, Input evaluation, Process evaluation anA Product

evaluation, thus the acronym CIPP. Context evaluation has as its objective
4

to specify the operational context and to identify problems underlying needs.

Input evaluation is concerned with identifying and assessing System capabili-

ties. The objective of process evaluation is to identify defects ih procedural

design or implementation and to' document project activities. The goal of

product evaluation is to relate outcome information to objectives and to context,

iuput and process information. If these relations are not specifiable, program

weaknesses are suspected.

As can be noted from this overview, evaluation models represent very general

aids or hueristics to conceptualizing evaluation designs. Other more tecnnical

models embodying more speci.ficity have bien developed for highly specializel,

idiosyncratic applications but these have limited generalizability.across

educational settings.

Models as Heuristics

The desire among evaluators to identify models is understandable, since

there is the hope that once these models are established they can be

used in a large variety of evaluation contexts. However, evaluation does

not work that way. The techniques and methods brought to bear in an evaluation

fdr.;tion of the problem, the clients for whom the evaluation is being

-vndu.:ted and the amount of time and money which can be devoted to it. While

eviluation is certainly not an art form, evaluation models can communicate

only a rtAatively small set of categories and constructs that might be useful

In planning an evaluatin. ThuL;, in part, the problem of choosing the correct

..valu,ition model dorives from a somewhat natural tendency to see an evaluation
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. modal as more than it is - as a methodology for actually conducting the evalua-

tion instead of a meta-methodology or fremework iato which must,be plugged more

specific constructs and methods.

This falsvexpectation for evaluation models has been known to lull

educators into not giving much thought to the evaluation process. Further,

when it is discovered that there is not a 'itight" evaluation model available

to provide needed evaluative data, it is often considered a shortcoming of

the evaluator. Good evaluation procedures require the input of evaluation

specialists early on in program planning and development. -The frustrations

of educators over evaluation often stem from their own failure to consider

evaluation issues throughout the educational program development process. Sur-

prising to some is the fact that an evaluator is not an all-knowing guru with

a magical bag of tricks (models) that will compensate for the failure to properly

consider and plan evaluation activities early on in program planning and, develop-

ment. Evaluation models do not,provide answers but do provide useful guidelines or

heuristics whichcan tr-lp organize thinking about how an evaluation should be con-

ducted. This heuristic role for moraels, which has not always been appreciated

in ev,Iluation theory or practice, has been described by Kac (1969):

The main role of models is not so much to explain and to

predict--though ultimately these are the main functions of

bcience-lras io polarize thinking and to pose sharp questions.

Above all, they are fun to invent and to play with, and

they have a peculiar life of their own. The "survival of

the fittest" applies to models even more than it does to

living creatures. They should not, however, be allowed to

multiply Indiscrimindtely without real necessity or real

purpose.

itj
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Commonalities Among Models

A common approach to obtaining useful evaluation data has been to develop

11.

.one's own model borrowing, where appropriate, from existing models in the

literature, thus avoiding the model selection problem. This is generally the

preferred alternative for educators who wish to assure the best match of program

purpose and context to an evaluation model. Table 3 indicates the fundamental

evaluation concepts shared by these three models and where they tie into each

model. Table 4 provides a specification matrix indicating how each model

addresses major considerations in chosing an evaluation design. Taken together

these tables provide a means of judging the applicability of the component parts

of these models to specific evaluation contexts. Further, they serve to illus-

trate the commonalities and distinctions encountered An studying established,

well-known evaluation models. However, evaluators must be mindful that
.

some solutions which are suitable for modele may not apply to the real world.

Evaluators must never forsake the real world for the complexity of models which

purport to describe it.

0,
t.) 1



TABLE 3

Some Commonalities Among Three Evaluation Models*

General Concept . Provus Stufflebeam Stake

Transaction Transaction -Transaction

&nabling Behavior Enabling Instrumental Immediate

Input Evaluation Stage 1 Stage 2 Antecedents

Proluct Evaluation Stage 4 . Stage 4 Outcomes

Process Evaluation Installation Stage Process Stage Congruency

PrDgram Definition Program Definition Stage Input Stage Logical Contingency

Standards Each Stage Relative, Absolute

:)b)ectives Program Definition Intents

Judgment Stages 1-5 After Description

Context Context

Antecedents Antecedents

'WordInq used by these authors appears in their respective columns.



TABLE 4

Characteristics of Three Evaluation Models

Characteristic *
=1Ral1117=11M ,.. CI?? Stake

1. Purpose of evaluation

ribilai{1.11.

to make better,

more defensible

decisions

2. 'Implied role of

evaluator

information pro-

vider. serves

the decision- tiveness of a

maker program from

descriptions &

standards

MINIM

to describe and

judge the merit

of a thing

32

Provup

to uncover discre-

pancies between

standards and per-

formance

makes judgments

about the effec-

compares stan-

dards with perfor-

mance at various

stages to revise, or

terminate program

3. .Relationship to

oojectives

high high, "intents"

are objectives

high "standards"

are objectives

4. Types of evaluation

activities proposed

context, input

process, product

description,

judgment, logi-

cal & empirical

contingency,

congruency

program definition,

installation,

process, product,

cost/benefit

Unique constructs e2ontext logical contin-

gency

discrepancy

':ontructs in this column were selected from Worthen and sanders (1973).
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TABLE 4

(continued)
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Characteristic Stake

6. Relationship to

decision maker

7. Some criteria for

judging evaluations

integral unclear

Provus

high

Did the evaluator

collect context

input, process &

product data?

Did the evaluator

look for logical

contingencies &

collect judgement

data?

Did the evaluator

collect data and
0

check for discre-

pancies within

each stage?

8. Implications for

evaluation designs

mostly qualitative deals mostly with comparisons between

decisions except descriptions ahd standards & per-
t.

for product evalu- judgments. Con- formance at each

ation, where a

control group is

applicable

trol group help-

ful but not

necessary,

stage are essential,

control group is

needed for cost/

judgments can be benefit stage.

absolute
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III. Prospects for the Immediate future: Emerging trends in educational

evaluation.

Since the initial SSEA legislation of. 1965, some evaluators (Apple, 1974;

Cooley & bohnes, 1976; Kaufman, 1972; Guba, 1978; Provus, 1971; Scriven, 1973; Stake,

1967, 1970; Stufflebeam, et. al., 1971) have attempted to provide a stronger

basis for evaluative theory and in so doing have implicitly or explicitly

offered new definitions and theoretical bapes for evalUation. These new

conceptualizations build on previous ones and can be broken into four types

or styles of evaluation: decision-oriented evaluation, value-oriented

evaluation, naturalistic evaluation and systems-oriented evaluation:

Decision-oriented Evaluation

The PDK National Study Committee on Evaluation (Stufflebeam. et al. (1q71)

.defines educational evaluation as:
A

...the process of delineating, obtaining, and providing useful

information for judging decision alternatives (p. 40).

rovus (1971) similarly defines evaluation as:

...primarily a comparison of program performance with

expected or designed programs, and secondly, among other

things, a comparison of client performance with expected

client outcomes (p. 12).

It can be seen that these decision-oriented definitions are heavily influenced

by Tyler's (1950) congruence definition of evaluation but are of a much broader

scope and are oriented toward a decision tree logic. Inherent in this approach

is an emphasis on comparing "what is" with "what should be" and using discrepancy

data as a basis for decisions.

t. o
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The major advantage of this approach is that by following the models associated

with these .definitions an eva.luator is better able to provide the kinds of

information desired by decision-makers. Acceptance of the decision-oriented stance

requires that clearly defined goals and objectives be elucidated prior to the

collection of data, thus ensuring the presence of adequate criteria for judging. elm a..

the adequacy or relative merit of a program. The presence of prespecified

criteria for judgi9g program effectiveness may, however, be a disadvantage

os the following discussion notes.

Value-oriented Evaluation

Some authors in the field of evaluation have taken exception to the notion

of decision-oriented evaluation and its implications for the conduct of evalua-

tive research. The primary criticism of'decision-oriented definitions is that

evaluation is viewed as a shared function. The role of the evaluator is to

'provide a decision maker with meaningful information; the decision maker makes

the actual judgment of value or merit.

A value-oriented definition of evaluation stresses the value-judgments made

in evaluating educational programs and describes the act of judging merit or

worth as central to the role of the evaluator. Worthen and Sanders (1973) define

evaluation as "...the determination of the worth of a thing." (p. 19). Scriven

t1967) considers the evaluator who does not participate in the decision making

process as having abrogated his role. Stufflebeam et al., (1971) and Stake

(1967) argue that by participating in decision making, the evaluator loses his

oblectivity and hence, his utility. Differences in these approaches are more than

,,emantic for they imply different evaluation activities.

k.)
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Within the decision-oriented approach, the evaluator is dependent upon the

decision maker for the way the,decision context is to be defined and for the

values and criteria that are to be used to judge program suc?ss (these are

usually termed program intents, goals, or purposes). Cooley and Lohnes (1976)

and ,Apple (1974) point out that there is no evidence to suggest that the deci-

sion maker is any more capable than..the evaluator to define decision settings,

alternatives, and values. Indeed there may be (and often are) social, institu-

tional, and political presses on the decision maker which may lead him to opt

for evaluation procedures that stirt or ignore.key evaluation issues. Apple

(1974) makes the case that decision-oriented evaluation is a conservative practice

not conducive to the acceptance of educational innovation but rather supportive

of the status quo. Apple's point is that the limits of the decision-oriented

evaluators work is circumscribed largely by the already developed program, and,

therefore, the evaluator cannot deal with the issues, concerns and objectives which

predate the program and to which the prógram is supposed to be responding. Once

tht;, program is in place, the evaluator's role is to work with it (i.e. revise

or modify it) regardless of whether it is the best means to the desired end.

Scriven (1974) argues that value judgments are a flrucial part of all sciences,

particularly methodaogical value judgments, and there is no reason to dismiss

them in evaluation. He for goal-free evaluation, insisting that all aspects

of an educational program should come under the scrutiny of the evaluator and

that nothing should be taken as given from the client or agency soliciting

evaluation expertise. The following illustrates his point:

El
0
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The goil-free evaluator is a hunter out alone and goes

over the pround very carefully, looking forsigns of

any kind of game, setting speculative snares when in

doubt. The goal-based evaluator, given a map that,

supposedly, shows the main game trails, finds it hard

to work quite so hard in the rest of the jungle.

(Scriven, 1973, p. 327)

scriven argues-that while knowledge of,.goals is necessary for effective

planning and implementation it is unnecessary in evaluation and may even blind

the evaluator to important program effects.

Scriven (1973, 1974) and Apple (1974) .also emphasized the social responsi-

bility of tho evaluator.-\Scriven offers the hypothetical example of an

educational program aimed at increasing self-sufficiency. After some evaluative

activity the evaluator discovers that in addition, to fostering self-sufficiency,

the program engenders contempt for the weak, sick old and conontially deformed.

Scriven contends that these findings should count against the program although

the program developer might be concerned only with the achievement of his

announced and intended goal. The welfare of the consumer (usually in the case

of education, society as a whole) is considered a proper concern of the evaluator..

Apple puts forth a similar argument:

The tendency in the face of the all-too-usual finding of

"no significant difference" is to argue for better teacher

training, for better instructional materials, formore

sophisticated admini:Jtrative systems designs and the like.

However, it may well be that more basic questions must be

et



asked, that even the obligatory nature of the institution

of schooling may need questioning, or that educators are

asking the wrong kinds of questions.vmuch low achievement

'on the part of the students could be attributable to a

symbolic dismissal ofschool itself as a meaningful insti-

tution...unresponsive to human sentiments...Educational

problemS are considerably more fundaMental than educators

may suppose, and it places responsibility on the individual

educator to examine his or her own professional activity

in a wider social and political context. (Apple,. 1974, pp. 28-29) :

The implication of Apple s view for the evaluator has been elucidated by

Becker (1974), a sociologist, who forshadews how the evaluator who fails to give

deference tu the status quo is likely to be received by the decision maker:

For a great variety of reasons, well-known to sociologists, insti-

tutions,are refractory. They do not perform as society would like

them to. Hospitals do not cure people; prisons do not rehabili-

tate prisoners; schools do not educate students. Since they are

supposed to, officials develop ways.of denying the failure of

the institution to perform as it should and explaining those

failures which cannot be hidden. An account of an institution's

operation from the point of view of subordinates therefore

casts doubt on the official line and may possibly expose it as-

a lie (Becker, p. 111).

Becker believes that any approach the sociolcgist or evaluator might take

is inherently value ladden and will implicitly Support either the subordinate

(program participants') or superordinate (program manager's) point of view: While

this may be true, Becker's comment also raises the possibility that due to ,t.he

efforts of decisiol makers to protect the status quo or allow only .changes

to be made that are congruent with the existing social, political and organiza-

3 ti
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tional structure,.evaluators may ,be implie.itly designing evaluations that

examini . only the efficacy of lho progiom*manager's or porticipant'n

poin4 of view, avoiding all other point.;' of view. Such a design is most likely

when the.goals and objevtives fur a program must be taken as "givens" and the

evaluation designed around them.

Dewey's Conceptualization of Valuation

A cohesive value-oriented theoreticar perspective on evaluation has recently

been put forth by Cooley and Lohnes (1976). Their stance is based on the early

work of John Dewey (Dewey, 1922,-1939) and borrovit fromHandy's work on the

study 'Of values in the behavioral sciences (Handy, 199, 1970; Handy & Kurtz,

1964). While the propositions of pooley and Lohnes' theory of valuation are

quite similar to and generally subiume those of.Apple, Scriven, Worthen and anders,

and others, tliey are put forth in a more direct fashibn that have practical

implications for some additions to evaluation methodology.

.They assert that the value statements inherent in educational programs can

themselves "...be analyzed into a set of propositions subjectable to empirical

investigation and that failure to perform such analyses in evaluation studies

is,inexcusable" (Cooley and Lohnes, 1976, pp. 9-10). They argue that the

values which have guided educational practice have traditionallif been determined
9

by politics and custom and that their validity has not been challenged by edu-

cational researrlhers. They find it curious that value propositions have evaded

empirical scrutiny despite educational reuearchers' heavy emphasis on empiricism.

Clar thinking about values in education is considered essential because edu-

cational practice is-generally influenced by the value attached to desired edu-

cational goals. The alternative to rational inquiry into values is the deter-

mination of values on the basis of power which places the education,i1 enterprise

"...at the mercy of special interest groups who commend values favorable to

themlelves as universals" (p. 10).
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A basic premise of Dewey's notions about values and valuations was that

values could be mistakenly viewed as absolutes only if they were considered'out

of Context. When conside .d in context, Values lend themselves to elucidation

as propositions about real entities (matter of fact) and the error of ascribing

to them absolute or universal properties is thus avoided. The task of the

evaluator becomes one of ascertaining whether,4alue propositions inherent in an

educational setting reflect only.convention or tradition or wilether they imply

empirically testable relationships between educational means and ends.

Consider the hypothetical example in which an evaluator is called in.to

determine whether an inservice training program for teachers would Increase the

teachers' appreciation of the difficulties encountered by Spanish-speaking

children in a predominantly English-speaking community. l'he foregoing discussion

suggests that the evaluator should consider the conte t before proceding. Did

school administrators merely assume that a general inservice program would have

this effect? Was prespure applied to administrators to'improve.teacher under-

standing of cultural differences? Was the program developed just because funds

were available? or bece 1 it was politically expedient for an elected school

otficial? Or was it becaise a survey-of teachers, parents, and students

indicated that such an inservice program would be beneficial? The latter possi-

bility is desirous but seldom encountered.

The value judgment explicit in the above example is that teachers need to

have a better appreciA"ion of the ethwational difficulties encountered by

-spanish-speaking children. Also implicit is that the teachers presently are

in5;ensItIve to these problems, that these students are being shortchanged in

4.1



their education and that the administration is quite concerned over this state

of affairs. Each of these value propositions may or may.not be true and is

capable of being empirically determined.

Optimally,, the need for such a program would be ascertained before it is

developedand implemented. However, this is not always done. 'Evaluators are

usually ignored in progeam pianning1;.,development, and often in implementation.

Thisgreatly limits the evaluation expertise that could be brought to bear in

the educational setting. Evaluatton has, much to offer in terms of the "front

end" work of educational programming and significant inroads have been made in

the area of needs assessment (see Kaufman, 1972, 1976, 1977). This issue will

be discUssed subsequently, but let it suffice to say here that the notions of

Dewey (1939), particularly as they are elucidated by Cooley and Lohnes (1976),

provide tk retical justification for the involvement of evaluators early on in

an educational endeavor generally, and for the conduct of needs assessments

partidularly.

, Another sign:ficant aspect of Dewey's theory Of valuation is that he made

no absolute distinction between means and ends. Any educational event or condi-

. tion (e.g., a particular teaching ArAegy, stUdent achievement in a perticular

area, etc.) can be viewed us occupying space on a continuum such that it is

simultaneously an erd to those events and conditions that preceded it and a

means to those that follow. For example, inservice education is a means to

improved teacher performance which in turn is a means to successful educational

settings, etc. Dewey (1922) makes the further assertion that it is only when an

end is conceptualized as a means is it fully understood, appreciated or even
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obtainable.

To some extent evaluators have taken means-end relationships into

account by dividing outcoMes into enabling, those that"are prerequisite to

the attainment of terminal outcomes and terminal outcomes, those that are

expected at program k:.ompletion. Provus (1971) carried the means-end continuum

one step further by articulating thg concept of ultimate outcomes, thoie thatare

expected sometime after program completion; For the evaluator following Provus'

model, terminal outcomes are also enabling in tilat they, too, become means to

still other, ultimate ends. Cooley and Lohnes (1976) have argued that there

can be no ultimate outcomes unless one appeals to some higher order goOd.

Hoban (1977) suggests that these higher order ends might be chosen from among

the values shared by our society such as affection, enlightenment, rectitude,

respect, skill, Power, wealth and well-being, concepts with which a philosopher not .

an evaluator would be comfortable: Yet, it would be admirable for the

evaluator to make explicit the means-end relationship which is implicit in

every evaluation setting, testing its logic and direction against some acknow-

ledged higher-order good at least one step up on the means-end continuum.

The immediate problem for the evaluator is one of determining where to

break into the means-end chain for purposes of data collection. Infinite revess

possible in either direction. Cooley and Lohnes suggest that focusing on

the present resolves the dilemma. By,striving to endow "...present educational

policies with'a more unified meaning" (p. 13), the evaluator establishes for

himself a bounded context for his evaluative activities. This context cannot,

however, Le too restrictive. Judging the relative value of several competing

2.1d3, for example, is very much influenced by each alternative's role as a means

to subsequent ends and it is through this logic that relative judgments of worth

can be made.
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The question is always what kind of world we want.

It is.never the narrow one of how to maximize some

fixed type of gain...The very important principle

is that clarification and transformation of aims or

goals of education will be a result of, not a pre-

requisite for, evaluation research. (Cooley and Lohnes, p. 14)

This approach to evaluation als e Asizes that both means and ends are

subject to judgments of value. This posi%.ion is similar to scriven's (1967)

concepts of formative and ,summative evaluation. Because the differences between

means and ends are seen as superficial, this theory of evaluation poses no

restrictions on the evaluation activities that may be.pursued in either the

formative or summative mode and argues that both modes be utilized.

Another relevant point made by Cooley and Lohnes is that evaluation should

not be conceptualized as a single product.(usually a monograph) delivered at the

conclusion of an evaluation. Rather, it should be viewed as a process in which

the evaluator .interacts with all other interested parties for an extended period

oi time. This allows for resolution of differences in opinion, viewpoint,

and interests. Cooley and Lohnes consider this version of educational evaluation

as "...a process of conflict resolution'through intelligent social deliberation"

(p. 16) . This approach suggests an interactive mode which allows the emergence

of a .7ommon conceptualization of the educational program among all involved

parties and fosters a consensus of program need, design, implementation, and

evaluation.

This version of evaluation also stresses the education of all persons

Involvc.,d in evaluation. Put simply, the evaluation should be a learning experi-

`4.
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once for all involved. It is not unrealistic to expect that the various

parties *o an Lducational endeavor.should come to understand more precisely

what they are trying to do and why, how their educational programs achieve

the L.sults they do, and how each participant may individually facilitate the

attainment of successively higher level educational ends in a meaningful way.

Thus, evaluation may be viewed as an educational. procedure (or means) itself

which has as its potential ends-in-view a more harmonious, pleasnt and

effective educational setting.

A final point about the value-oriented approach to evaluation is that it

.s inherently humanistic. Educators who consider themselves in the humanistic

camp would be attracted to the value-oriented approach because it focuses.on

the total effects of a program and short and long range outcomes as part of

d larger means-end continuum. Also, emphasis is placed on the empirical

validation of goals and values, thus preventing them from being determined

arbitrarily. The conceptualization of a means-ends continuum provides a

foresightful vision of ultimate program effects. The goal free bias inherent

in the approach provides a rationale for being sensitive to unknown or unin-

tended program effects. This theoretical view of.evaluation has the potential

for breaking the traditional mental sut of evaluation and provides evaluators

with a framework for providing information which can be used to reduce undesira-

ole w;onditions in society, such al.; illiteracy, anomie, crime, and racial

whun th molioration of those conditions is stated as a higher order

cnd. Looley and Lonc3 I;tato:

4 t)
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-What has been missing in controversies over the schools

is convincing evidence which relates choices of educational

practices to ands which society values, ends which satisfy

needs. Generating such evidence is what evaluation is all

about. (p. lu)

Cooley and Lohnes (1976) rediscovery and updating of Dewey's principles cf

valuation represents a significant addition to evaluation. Primarily, it provides

logical and theoretical justification for evaluation concepts, 'designs, and

activities recently called for by other authors in the field (Scriven, 1967,

1973, 1974; Apple, 1974; Worthen and Sanders, 1973; Kaufman, 1972, 1977; Borich,

.1977). This justification has been sorely lacking. Unguided by a prudential

theoretical basis, evaluation has moved in directions not always conducive to

the ultimate improvement of educational quality. Secondly, this theoretical

perspective has practical implications for the ways evaluation should be conducted

which are in some ways at variance with traditional approaches. Inherent in

.thrs perspective is a call for new methods and new concepts in the field of

evaluation leading to a considerably expanded and more flexible role for the

evaluator. Lastly, this approach is ultimately concerned with evaluators'

responsibility for "doing the right thing" in terms of educational planning

and programing and offers a perspective for moving in that direction. This

higher order orientation has not always been present in evaluation theory or

practt:Al.
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Naturalistic Evaluation*

One of the :.ew methods and new conlapts called for by Cooley and Lohnes'

updating of Dewey's theory of valuation is that of naturalistic evaluation.

An.outgrowth of ecological psychology (Barker, 1965, 1968)4 naturalistic inquiry

stands in contradistinction to the more formal models of evaluation previously
S.

discussed. Naturalistic evaluation has been referred to as an alternative

to conventional evaluation methodology, breaking ties to both traditional

forms of instrumentation and traditional methods of data analysis.

While many definitions of naturalistic inquiry have been proffered, Guba

(1978) has suggested that naturalistic inquiry differs from other modes of

evaluation by its relative position along two dimensions: (a) the degree to

which the investigator manipulates conditions antecedent to the inquiry, and

(b) the degree of constraint imposed on the behavior of subjects involved in

the inquiry. Accordingly, naturalistic inquiry has been defined as

...any form of research that aims at discovery and

verification through observation...(Willems and Rauch,

.(1969, p. 81)

..slicb-of-life episodes documented through natural

language representing as closely as possible hourpeople

feel, what they know, how they know it, and what their

'concerns, beliefs, perceptions and understandings are.

(Wolf and TymiL.4, 1)76-1')77)

*I am i.vic!bted to Cuba (1)79) for much of the material upon which this section is
based. Readers arc: din)cted to his work for more on this topic.
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...evaluation which attempts to arrive at naturalistAc

generalizations on the part of the.audience; which is aimed

at.non-technical audiences like teachers or the public at
2

large; which uses ordinary language; which is based on in-

formal everyday reasoning; and which makes extensive use of

arguments which attempt to establish the structure of

reality. (House, 1977, p. 37)

In addition naturalistic studies have been identified by Sechrest as ones which

(a) do not require the cooperation of the subject

(b) do not permit the subject's awareness that he is being

measured or treated in any special way, and

(c) do not change the phenomenon being measured.

(Willems and Rauch, 1969, p. 152)

In theory, a naturalistic study consists of a series of observations that

are, alternately, directed at discovery and verification. This process supposedly

leads to successive reorientations on the part of the investigator toward the

phenomena being observed and to further discovery. .

Unlike formal evaluation models, the naturalistic evaluator approaches data

collection (observation) with a minimum of preconceived categories or notions

of what will ,bie seen,as though the behavioral phenomena were being observed for

the first time. Any effort to manipulate any part of the program prior to ob-

servation or to constrain the behavior of those being observed would reduce

the "naturalism" of the method. How data are tabulated and analyzed in

a naturalistic study is left up to the investigator and no "best" method is

identified, although it invariably includes some form of unstructured observation



followed by a piecing together of relatiunships, patterns or consistencies in

tho data 4hicn uaed La further ...el and focus subsequent observations.

Data recording methods may include iMpressionistic accounts or ethnographic

records* of the phenomenon observed. From these accounts there structured Cate-

gories of behavior are derived, which then are expanded and verified through'

still further observation.

Naturalistic inquiry is appropriately considered by its proponents a tool,

technique or method for viewing behavior and not exclusively a mode of evaluation.'

Thus, as a general methodology - or perhaps meta-methodology - its basic tenets

would appear compatible with.other forms or stages of evaluation which do not

classify as experiments, i.e. where conditions are not.prearranged and subject

responses not constrained by the activities of the evaluator, e.g. goal-free

evaluation. Naturalistic inquiry need not be considered an all-exclusive alter-

native to conventional models of evaluation when these other forms of

inquiry do not unduly constrain the "naturalism" of the inquiry. Conducive to

this line of reasoning is the idea that "naturalism" is always considered a

matter of degree, making trade-offs and multiple approaches to evaluation possi-

ble.- This view, however, receives little attention in,the literature on natura-

Usti,. inquiry.

The extent and manner to which naturali:Aic inquiry has become inculcated

in the present day thinking of evaluators is of considerable interest. The

lutluence of naturalistic inquiry in this regard has been significant and repre-

,wht3 what miqht ho described as the undyr1yinr3 movement away from conventional

type ot observational record associated with the fi:!ld of anthropology in which

nehavior Is recorded in relation to tho context in which it occurs and is ascribed

meaning only in relalion to this context.
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evaluation models and more formalistic definitions of evaluation, namely the

measurement, congruency and applied research definitions. Oddly .enough, it

. is a return of sorts to the visitation type definition of evaluation.rejected

by many evaluators a decade ago for being too subjective and impressionistic and

represents in spirit, if not method, the value-oriented approach to evaluation.

Value-oriented writers such as Dewe;, Scriven and Apple'would find solace in the

fact that naturalistic inquiry, morp than most other methodological perspectives,

is likely to yield data unconstrained by preconceived notions about what the pro-

gram is or is not supposed .to do. This perspective seems congenial to the discovery

of means-end relationships (Dewey), side effects And unanticipated program

, outcomes (Scriven) and fundamental issues which question the very rationale

upon which a program is based (Apple).

While not embracing naturalistic inquiry directly, some evaluators have

turned to this approach as a result of what are perceived to be:serious limi-

tations to conventional evaluation methods, namely: (a) that.conventional models

have been too restrictive in the types of data that can be obierved and therefore

may be insensitive to unique and unexpected program outcomes, (b) that conven-

tional evaluation may at times actually contrive data by manipulating dimensions

,of a program which have no practical value in the real world and (c) that

convuntional modes of evaluation, particularly those ascribed to either the

meansurement or congruency definitions of evaluation, may actually constrain

through formal instrumentation the responses expected of subjects. In response

to these limitations several evaluators have developed "alternative models"

or approachos to evaluotion whic-h embody the elements of naturalistic inquiry.

MOSP models do not depencl upon the arrangement of antecedent conditions or
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constraint of subject response: hence, the basic conditions for naturalistic

inquiry are met. These models, taken from Guba (1978), are reviewed briefly

below. (For further explication of natura1istic inquiry see Guba, 1978, and

Willums and Rauch, 1969.)

The ResRonsive Model. The first model with some relationship to naturalistic

inquiry is the responsive model developed by.Stake (1975, a,b). The responsive

model focuses on important issues and concerns pertaining to a program.

According to Stake, evaluation is responsive if it: .

orients more directly to program activities than to

program intents; responds to audience requirements

for information; and if the different value perspectives

are referred to in reporting the success and failure of

the program. (Stake, 1975, p. 14)

the primary purpose of responsive evaluation is to respond to audience requirements

for information and to bring.to the foreground different value perspectives that .

might be held by different audiences. Its methodology, like naturalistic inquiry

itself, is nonconstraining. Stake describes it in the following terms:

To do a responsive evaluation, the evaluator conceives

of a plan of observations and negotiations. He arranges

. for various persons to observe the program and with their

help pr6pares brief narratives, portrayals, product dis-

plays, graphs, rt.c. Ho finds out what is df value to the

audionce!-; and gathers exprsions.of worth from various

individuals whose poicit (Jf viow Jiffer. Of course, he
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chocks the quality of his records: ha gets program per-

sonnel to react to the accuracy of the p.ortrayals; and

audience members to react to the relevance of his findings.

He does much of this informally - iterating and keeping

a record of action and reaction. He chooses media acces-

sible to his audiences to increase the likelihood and

fidelity of communication. He might prepare a final written

report, he might not- depending call what he and his clients

have agreed on. (Guba, 1978, pp. 34-35)

These activities are carried out in a series of steps which may be described as

(a) talking with clients, program staff and audiences, (b) identifying program

Scope, (c) providing an overview of program activities, (d) discovering purposes

and concerns, (e) conceptualizing issues and problems, (f) identifying data needs

relevant to-the issues, (g) selecting observers and-instruments (if any), (h)

observing designated antecedents, transactions and outcomes, (i) thematizing
.42J,

or preparing portrayals in case studies, (j) winnowing, matching issues to

audiences, (k) formating for audience use, and (1) assembling formal reports

(if any).

rho Tudioial Modol. A second evaluation model with some relationship to
_ _

nhtutalistic -inquiry it, the judicial model.' Developed by Wolf (1975), Owens

(1q71) and Levine (1)74), the judicial model is patterned after the administra-

tive hearing in a court of law. The purpose of the judicial model is to

cltminate, inform and adjudicate issues related to the object or activity being

ovaluated. Advo,:ates or counsels take.opposite views with respect to ansissue

a;..1 at.:;ue as convincingly as possible their side of the issue. Jury and judge
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hear testimony from "witnesses" and.the. presentation of facts regarding the

issue, then offur.their opinion as to the meki'. or worth of the program and

their recommendations for improvent. Like the judicial vrocess itself,

this approach to evaluation assumes that "truth" is more likely to. emerge in .

an adversary setting with two evaluators "pitted" against one another than in

the case of a single evaluator using conventional evaluation models and data

\.

collection methods.

Generally, the following steps are employed in the judicial model:

Issue generation. The issues are identified through "fact-

finding interviews" with samples of the audiences inyolved,

as in the case of the Stake responsive model.

(2) Issue selection. The purpose of this state is to delimit'

.the number of issues and to prioritize them, so that they

may be manageable in a hearing format.

(3) Preparation of formal arguments. Each counsel or advocate

team prepares formal arguments related to the selected

issues. Av'ailable evaivation or other data may be used

(to be introduced as "exhibits" in the hearing stage), and

additional evidence may be collected, particularly evidence

in the form of depositions from witlesses% Additionally,

t.wlected witnesses may he asked to give testimony at the

hearinq itelf.

(4) Pre-hearing discovery sessions. Each advocate team reviews

the major arguments it intends to make and discloses the

mdin features of its "evidence" for the other. Since the

,s
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hearing is npt a "trial" in the conventional sense, but an

effort tO determine "truth" as precisely as possible, each

side shares its eindings with the other so that the hearing

may be as comprehensive as possible. In addition, the advo-

cate teams decide on ground rules, e.g., number of witnesses

to be called and criteria for determining admissability of

evidence.

(5) The hearing. Modeled on an actual courtroom process, the

hearing involves an administrative officer and a "jury"

or hearing panel. After hearing the evidence,'the jury

carries out whatever tasks the advocate teams previously

agreed to assign to it, which uSually involves at least

the determination of findings (which may include judgments

of worth) and the making of selected recommendations.

(Gua, 1)78, p. 36-37.)

rhe Transadtional Model. A third evaluation model with some relationship

to naturalistic inquiry is the transactional model described by Rippey (1973).

rhis model supposedly differs from conventionalmodels in that it deals directly

with managemtnt conflicts and institutional change broug!it about by the imple-

muntcition of a program, utilizing what its authors call "open systems theory."

IransactIonal evaluation studies institutional disruptions brought about by

the program and works to ameliorate these disruptions through strategies for

.71f11....t management.

Prqnsactional evaluation has five phases:

(1) The iiit.ia1 phase.,Pre-existing unrest or some other

troublesomc situation exists. A meeting is set up of
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interested parties under the direction of a "neutral"

evaluatpr working,in a non-judgmental atliosphere.

(2) Instrumentation phase. Outing this phase, a "Trans-

actional Evaluation Instrument" (TEI) is developed whose

puxpose is to provide the evaluator with insight into

the perceptions and expectations of various interest

groups. The instruMent also provides .a forum for the

sharing of opinions among the groups. The TEl is

developed and administered in group sessions, during

which (a) the'evaluator.initially formulates issues on

the basis of general expressions from the group, (b)

participants are asked to re-express opinions about

them, (c) the most representative and divergent of the

written responses are carefully worded into items that

7:an be rated on a scale from "strongly agree" to "strongly

disagree," (d) the instrument is administered to the group,

and (e) responses are examined.

(3) Program development. The program is redefined to reflect

those goals and values on which the group can achieve

some consensus.

(4) Program monitoring. Various groups agree to assume

responsibility for implementing and monitoring the

Liveloped program.

(1,1 Rocyclinq. A:; now ,:onflir:ts emerge, the entire process

n.c.p.led to whatover phas(? is appropriate.

Cuba, 197H, p. 28; TaLmadge, 1975)
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The Connoisseurship A fourth model with some relationship to

naturalistic inquiry is the connoisseurship model developed by.Eisner (1975).

apr:oach views educational evaluation as a form of criticism. In Eisner's

view, criv.icism depends upon cOnnoisseurship - or the private act of apprecia-

ting and sensing the subtle qualities of an object or activity. "Critical

guideposts" dsed to conduct the evaluation are essential elements of the con-
.

noisseurship approach. These guideposts represent the personal values and

concepts formed from tradition, experience and theories about the standards for

judging the object or activity. Cuba (1978) characterizes connoisseurs as:

persons with refined perceptual apparatus, knowledge of

what to look for, and a backlog of previous relevant

experience. They have the ability to recognize skills,

form, and imagination and to parceive.the intentions and '

leading conceptions underlying the entity being evaluated.

In'effect, because of these characteristics, the don-

noisseur is himself the evaluation instrument. Having

.
made his judgments, he communicates the qualities that

constitute the entity being evaluated, its significance,

and the quality of experience engendered by interaction

with it, otten through the use of rich metaphors. (p. 39)

rh.! Illumination Mo6el. Perhaps most similar to naturalistic inquiry is the

illumination model develoFvd by Parlett and Hamilton (1977). This approach to

oviluation relies heavily on open ended observations (but also questionnaires,

intolviews and tests) to continuously record ongoing events in order to (a)

td,,ntify critical and nonobvious ,;haracteristics of a program, (b) the tacit
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dssumptions underlying it, (c)-interpersonal relationships affecting it, and

(6,0 complex realities surrounding the program. In the authorW words,

illuminative evaluation, takes account of the wider coniexts in

which education programs function. Its primary concern is

with description and interpretation rather than measurement and

prediction. It stands unambiguously within the alternative

methodological paradigM. The aims of illuminative evaluation

are to study the innovatory program: how it oPerates; how it

is influenced by the various school situations in which it is 6

t0')

applied; what those directly concerned regard as its advantages

and disadvantages; and how students' intellectual tasks and

academic experiences are most affected. It aims to discover

and document what it is like to be participating in the scheme,

whether as teacher or pupil, and, in addition, to discern and

discuss the innovation's most significant features, recurrent

6.7oncomitants; and critical processes. In short, it seeks to

address and to illuminate a .complex array of questions.

v;uba, 1978, p. 40)

Illuminative evaluation is carried out in three stages:

ii) trutial observations for the purpose of familiarization with

dtody reality of the :etting(s), largely in the

manlier of social anthropologists or natural historians;

(.!) moro su.;tained and intnnsive inquiry into a number of common

inclth.nts, roc:wring 4-.rendfi, ind I3sues frequently raised in
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(3) efforts to seek general principles underlying the organize-

7

tion of the program, determine patterns oX cause and effect

within its operation, and place individual findings within a

broader explanatory context. (GuW 1978, p. 40)-

SUmmary of Naturalistic Models

All five of the models presented qualify as naturalistic in that they adhere

to the two primary conditions set forth by propiments of the naturalistic method:

(e) they do not manipulate conditions antacedent to the inquiry and (b) they

pose ,minimal constraintson the Lehavior of participants involved in the inquiry.

While al:ways a matter of degree, these five models meet these conditions to

a greater extent than do most conventional approaches to evaluation.

However, it can also be noted that the five models are somewhat vague as

to the precise manner in which observations are to be Conducted and the data

-resulting from them converted into meaningful statements which sere some

(2lient group. Conspicuously lacking both in summary and original documents

describing these models are descriptions of the processes by which responsive

judicial, transactional, connoiseurship, and'illuminatory accounts of behavioral

ph,momenon are gleaned of their most pregnant content and communicated to

,tudivrices whu ,isire answers to specifi.; questions, some of which may have been

!.13hiorttld print- to program observation. If naturalistic methods are to enjoy

wi.1e3pread use, the criteria by which value and importance are bestowed upon

tn,! data may need further delineaLion within the context of each model. The

ot this delineation may result in what Kaplan (1974) has called "the

ioqma C immaculate perception." In explaining the importance of values

1:1 dllect1nq whslt the inquirer is looking for, Kaplan compares a value-free

t.juir; or one wnich limits itself to just describing what objectively happens



to thu position of the esthetes at the turn of the century, who viewed art

as a matter of pure form or decoration, "at the cost of making of it an

idle song for an idle hour,"'with no significance for anyone but themselves.

we may also note that the concept of naturalistic inquiry was first

introduced as an alternative'methodology to present day conceptions of

experimet:tal design and not as an approach to serve the ends of evaluation.

Although the,authors of naturalistic models have done an exemplary job of

making this relationship appealing, the match between naturalistic inquiry

and evaluation.may not be as great as it might at first seem. The decision-

oriented context in which most evaluations occur are not always conducive

to the hypothesis generating and theory building purposes for which naturalistic

inquity is best suited. Some audiences for evaluation studies may appreciate

being :onfronted with "issues" and "concerns." But other audiences may not be

so appreciative if speLific questions requiring formal measurement and analysis

are left unanswered simply because they require altering antecedent conditions

or e.7onstraining subject responSes. It is because of the diversity of what

clients desire and expect of an evaluation that the word "supplementary" rather

than "alterna lve" might be used to place naturalistic methods in its most

.Appropriate framework.

Finally, it is important to nOte the perspective or mind set the naturalistic

inihiLcr carries with him wht,n studying behavior. This perspective, or

wol'I_
.

whauunq, (world-vi,lw) has been aptly captured by Louch (1966), who, in

ntext of desc:ribinq the cole of explanation in the study of human action,

pt.IvIdes A lood portrayal ot the naturalistic inquirer and the commonality

n the naturoliuttc ami value-oriented approaches to evaluation. In the
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wor(11, of Gouch the world of the naturalistic inquirer is one in which:

behavior cannot be explained by a methodology.borrowed

from the physical science." For him, "what is needed

...is not measureme-nt, experiment, prediction, formal

argument but appraisal, detailed description, reflection

and rhetorie....nemanaction is a matter of appraising.

the rightness or appropriateness of what is attempted

or achieved by men in each set of circumstances. Its

affinities are with morality rather than with the causal

or statistical accounts appropriate to the space-time

framework of the physical sciences. Its methods.are

akin to the deliherations and judgments in the law rather
4

than the hypotheses and experiments of physics.

(Van Gigch, 1978, p. 220)

Systems-oriented Evaluation

While much of the evaluation literature of the past decade focused on dis-

tinetions between evaluation and research and the insensitivity of the latter to

detecting the effects of innovative programs, conceptual models were being

acvoloped intorcoanoc:ting the planning, development and evaluation process.

71odelq, while not di.;tinct from other approadies in their call to infuse the

ipline of ,valuation with a broader methodology than research, were dist ict

in their oftozts to in.ludu within the dor .in of evaluation methodologies to

,mprove the prooss by whifth programs were being planned and developed.

this purpose variou ystematic approaches to instructional develop-

-10nr introdu,.ed ponino "front ond or prodevelopment tasks for the evaluator,

6
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unifying dnd inteqrating ale uroviougly separate processes of program planning,

development and evaluation

Kaufman (1972), in the first modern text dealing with educational planning

from a sYstoms perspective defined system. as:

The sum total of parts working independently and working

together to achieve required results or outcomes, based

on needs. (p._ 1)

4nd tne Luta! approach as:

A process by which needs are identified, problems selected,

requirements for problem solution are identified, solutions

are chosen from alternatives, methods, and means are obtained

and implemented, results are evaluated, and required revisions

to all or part of the system are made so that the needs are

eliminated. (p. 2)

The particular system3 approach articulated by Kaufman represents a type

logical problem solving for identifying and resolving educational problems.

,entral to-this approach is the process of educational planning.

Dne example of the systems approach applied to planning and evaluation is

rho Intnrsorvice Procedures for Instructional Systems Development* (U.S. Army

:Taininq and Doctrine CoMmand, 1975), a five-volume compendium on the "how to

lo it" aspt.cts of intitrui7tional system!: development. While developed for the

!lit ir, thi:; work reprelwnts a broad application of the systems approach to

't it iq iv.wtul in vittually any typo uC settin. The Interservice Procedures

Iivid,d (.paratf, ;tinct. phasos to be carried out successively.

d( wrthed in tnr exocntive summary of the project are:

l. it the ".nr,n- :,..du-atnAl Technology, Florida State University.
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Phase ANALYZE. This phase deals with procedures for defining what jobs 'e.r.M.=
'are, breaking these into statements of tasks, and using

numerical techniques to combine the bust judgment of experienced

professionals to select teaks for training. Phase I also

presunts processes for construction of job performance

measUres and the sharing of occupational and training infor-

mation within and among client.groups. It provides a rationale

for deciding whether tasks should be trained in schools, on

the job, or elsewhere, and also requires.consideration of the

Interaction between traininq and job performance.

Phase II, DESIGN. This phase deals with the design aspects

of the training program within selected settings. plesign is

considered in the architectural sense in which the form and

specifications for training are laid down in careful detail.

Phase II reviews the considerations relating to.entry behavior

of two separate kinds: general ability, and'prior experience.

A rationale is presented for establishing requirements based

on the realistic evaluation of both of these_ factors.

Phase tit, DEVELOPMENT. This phase refers to the actual preparation of

instruction. Determinations are made about how the students will

be managod, the kinds of learning experiences they will have, the

activities in which they will engage, and the form and content

of the instructional delivery system. Techniques are presented

tor the careful review and adaptation of existing materials.
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Procedures for the systematic design.of instruction which can be

delivered in a variety of media are also included. Phase III

conclude:; with a procedure fon testing and evaluating the instruc-

tion to insure that itS performance meets expectations.

PhaselV, IMPLEMENTATION. This phase treats the necessary steps to imple-

ment the instruction according to the plan developed in Phase

Two stelos highlight Phase IV, that of training.the staff in the

procedures and problems unique to the specific instruction and

actually bringing the instruction on-line and operating it.

The Phase TV effort continues as long as there is a need for

the instruction.

Phase V CONTROL. This phase deals with procedures and techniques for

maintaining instructional quality control standards and for

providing data from internal and external sources upon which

revision decisions can be based. Data collection, evaluation

of the data, and decision making about the implications

;)f, the data represent the Lhree principal functions described ,

in Phase. V. Emphasis is placed on the importance of determining

whether the tiainees are learning what was intended, and upon

def-rmirling whether what they have learned is of benefit in

;atryin,; out post-trainin,, responsibilities.

a

:'hose phaqes de!i(:rtbe tile functions necessary to analyze instructional needs;

development, and implement instruction; and maintain quality control

t)f in-:truction. of prImary importance is the sequential relationship of functions

within Ind ilt.wi.on pha!;0:i, 9ivinq thin modc'l its systems perspective
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In a similar manner, Dick and Carey (1)78) integrate the proces-

ses of planning, development and evaluation into a ten step approach. These

steps are: identifying instructional goals, conducting an instructional

analysis, identifying entry behaviors and characteristics, writing performance

objectives, developing criterion \P ferenced tests, developing an instructional

strategy, developing and selectke instruction, designing and conducting forma-)
, tive evaluation, revising instruction and conducting summative evaluation.

Their procedure is described in some 200 pages and 10 chapters explicating'each

of these processes and integrating them into a single model. Other approaches

have added still further to the language and conceptual repetiore of the systems

approa,:h, requiring the evaluator to conduct needs assessments, prepare program

specifications, perform task and learner analyses and define human and material

resources. More than simply terms and concepts these activities represent res-

ponsibilities which the systems-oriented-evaluator is expected to perform.

Central to the systems approach is the blending of the humanistic and

behavieralistir principles of psychology. The systems approach is considered

humanistic in that it requires measurement of the needs of those the program is

tc) -;orve. Phrough the condut.of needs assessments, the systems approach identi-

fies discrnpancies betwenn "what is desired" and "what exists" an&uses these

disz:repancies to provide direction for program development. Later, through pro-

,Iram eva.ltlati.)n, the systems approach determines whether the desired state

.t.:tually has been a(:hievrmd. Needs assessments play a particularlyccentral role

In the systems approach by linking program design to extant needs fotr.. the purpose

.-) Improving prognim porfotman-:u.

6
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The systerns approach derives its concepts and too,ls from a wide variety of

diSciplines including computer science, engineering, managemeht science and

economics. These tools are employed in the systerag approach with the primary

Amrpose of assuring that the program does what it is suivosed to do. Accordingly,

a systems approach to program.development may specify rather elaborate procedures

for assuring the accuracy and representativeness of thesobjectives upon which a

program is to be based, for analyzing th6 characteristics of learners .and the

learning task and for monitoring the development process itself. These responsi-

bilities have resulted in the blending into a single approach of concepts pre-

viously limited to either the field of instructional development or evaluation.

This representation in a single approach of two previously distinct specialtiei

has not been without its problems.

A major question around which some concern exists is whether the evaluator,

k2specia1ly formative evaluatOr, should be distinct from the developer or whether

these roles represent responsibilities which can be fulfi'lled by the same,indi-

vidual working within the'context of a systems approach. Some evaluators and

developers warn that when role distinctions become unclearc,as when an evalua-

tor defines program requirements, conducts needs assessments and performs

1-larNer and task analyses, role distinctions become unclear and the program

may ,iuffQr from what has come to ho called co-option. This refers to the

1011 tnwhi.Thfhe evaluator is so emersed in the values, feelings and

1,tonts of the developer that evaluations are no longer an objective guide to

pr,.)orim offectivenesn. On the other hand, some evaluators and developers

v;r,:nan, 1168; Butman an:1 Fletcher, 1974) contend that development is so

tied to evaluation that any separation of roles or functions is at

6 t)



best ae artifidial distinctiion that may detract from rather than add to the

development process. The popularity of "third party" or independent summative

evaluations hasdissipated to some extent the differences between these

perspectives, when they are conducted in addition to formative assessments of

program effectiveness and when the third partY summative evaluator has not been

provided knowledge of the outcome of the previous formative evaluations.

4t

while little has been written about the role and function of the evaluator

within the context of program planning, development and evaluation, it is not

uncommon for a program to be planned and developeti a way as to'either

encourage or preclude a certain kind of evaluation or that once the program has

.been developed the evaluator is forced to take a certain approach to evaluation

regardless of its responsiveness to client needs. The systems approach argues,

however, that the evaluator mustfserve critical functions early on in the develop-.

ment process to prevent just such an eventuality. Some of these "early on"

evaluation activities are addressed below. (For the systems approach see also

Banathy, 1968; Briggs, 1977; Davis, Alexander and Yelon, 1975 and Interservice

Pro,:udures for Instructional systems Development, 1975.)
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IV. Prospects for the 080's: Implicatiens of the Emerging Trends

'The foregoing review of emerging trends has attempted to touch upon current

evaluation theory and practice. This review has m4ny implications for developers

and evaluators bf educational programs. These implications are generaliiable .

to a ,variety of educational contexts be it elementary and secondary school,

college, graduate school, inservice education or military training.

The purpose of this concluding section is tq present several major implications

of.the emerging trends. These implications will be discussed generally and

then illustrated with a specific advancement or change in evaluation practice

which,in-the opinion of the author, is likely to oCcur in the not-to-distant

future. While the above trends represent an analysis of where evaluation is

he441ding, the following.implications represent signs or examples of the type of

changes or advances which might be expected to result from these trends. These

implications fall into the areas of 'systems approaches, naturalistic observation,

needs assessment, poliCy assessment, and the role of the.evaluator.

Impliations for a systems approach

one implication of the emerging trends is that there is a need for a coherent,

integrated approach to program planning, development and evaluation. Arguments

have been presented that planning, development and evaluation can be seen as

omponent parts of a unitary process, rather than conceptualized as separate and

tILstirwt activities. Program pranning, esp..cially, can be conducted with an

. ey toward program development (which it usually is) and program evaluation (which

it usually is not). This implication can be reduced to a call for the application

ot ,t systems approach to instructional planning, development and evaluation.

Ka.ltman (1972) proposes that a systems approach to evaluation requires

6
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the application of a variety of tools and techniques borrowed from the fields

of computer science, cybernetics, engineering, management and operations research.

These include simulations,.operational gaming, the Program Uvaluation and Review

Technlque (PERT), the Critical Path Method (CPM), the Delphi technique, and .

other systems analysis techniques. These tools are essentially modeling approaches

to problem solving which fall under the rubric of systems analysis. While some of

the3e modeling approaches have a distinct format and purpose, Kaufman (1972)

0
advocates the use of graphic models for the general purpose of "displaying (or

describing) a system and its components and subsystem relationships in a simple,

'at-a-glance' format" (p. 16). 6

Some recent developments in the field of general systems theory (Churchman, 1968,

p. 155) have suggested that modeling as

for planning, developing and evaluating

a means of studying a syStem Tay be useful

an educational program. Without guidelines i

on how systems modeling can be used to study educational programs, however, ii

unlikely that the resulting models 'will be either coMmunicative or generalizable

across settings or applications. One implication for the not-to-distant future

is ti,e emerconce of specific systems modeling techniques for decomposepg

or breaking down an instructional program (system).into its component parts prior

to evaluation. Bloom et al. (1971) have already called for the use of such a technique,

called a behavior by content matrix (or table of specifications), for understanding

the naturn of a developing program and guiding its evaluation. These authors

s;uqqost that a breakdown of the learning.task "provides the specifications for

formative ovaluation and other procedures" (p. 17).

Rns3 (1977), Ross and Brackett (l9i6) and Ross and Schoman ;1977), have

:iu+losted that a good iitstom modeling technique should hive certain specifiable

propertles. While referring to the development and portrayal of complex systems, the
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properties posited by these authors aro also applicable to the development and

evaluation of educational programs. Their recommendations with some extensions

and modifications. to program evaluation are as follows:

1. Programs are best studied by building a model which

expresses an indepth understanding of the program;

sufficiently precise to serve as the basis for program

development and evaluation.

1 Analysis of any program should be toplown (moving from

general to Specific outcomes), modular (take into consi-

deration all component.parts) and hierarchic (determine

how the parts are tied together, i.e. structured).

3. Program activities should be represented by a diagram

which shows program components, their interfaces, and

their place in the hierarchic structure.

4. The model-building tecnnique must represent behaviors

the program is to produce, activities the program is

to provide., and relationships amom; behaviors and

activities.

S. All planning, design, development, and evaluation

decisions should be in writing and availAble for open

review to all team specialists.

rt,,,;, authors have developed a specific technique, the Structured Analysis

LI Ot!sIgn Technique) (SADT)

t

which meets these requirements and is applicable

It. planning and evaluation of instructional' programs.

An..t implicat n .ien,..ral systems theory for program evaluation is that a

6,/
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program cannot be fully understood unless its relationship to the

system in Which it operates is known. Systems theory suggests that the

behavioral changes often attributed to an instructional program are not due

to the program alone but the interaction of the program with a milieu of

variables comprising the environment of which it is a part. Simply put, systems

theory suggests that more forces are at work than the prograp in effecting

. program outcomes and the more these other forces can be revealed through specific

tools, such as program modeling, the greater the possibility of understanding

and evaluating the program. While sometimes vague and illusive, instructional

programs can be described in such a.way (i.e. more precisely) that acknowledges

the ::omplex schema of person to person, person to environment, and environment

to environment relationships in which they operate. To this end system analytic

tools generally and system modeling techniques specifically can be useful in as-

;Iting evaluators tl ilentify the contextual variables which moderate the effec-

tiveness of instructional programs.

inTli.,ations for Naturalistic Inquiry

Tt is at this juncture that naturalistic inquiry and systems theory

L reciprocally supporting concepts.. Naturalistic inquiry, primarily

procedures for observing behavior in naturally occurring settings, can vovide

a gerwral tool with which the evaluator can identify and ultimately record the

,ntxtural factors which moderate a program's effectiveness. Our increasiL7

.1warni-.0; of t.he multidimensionality of the environment in which programs ope-

10,1 to tho fiQI/Viopmt of qenerai methods by which this environment car

: :.etr.,t- understood. Naturalistic inquiry provides one such method for

npli.;ilinu this.

Pe-,nt a1van,7c.:: In tn, bohaviorai and scwial ::ciewals have made it increasingly

; 1: ,1t under"! Lill Impnrtant rnm.opts or principles without viewing the
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comple;k whole of which thoy are a part. The social and behavioral sciences have,

in manner of speaking, run out.of simple solutions. Or, more correctly, they

.have found simple solutions to old problems inadequate in light of recent dis-

coveries and advancements which have all but nullified Many "simple" views of in-

struction and behavior. Complexity is a fact of life and problem solving techniques

which recognize this multidimensional environment seem particularly timely. This is why

simplistic views of educational programs may.no longer be credible and why natura-

listic inquiry coupled with systems theory will be a useful tool for describing

a program in terms of the larger system in which it operates. It is

this extrospectiVe - as opposed to introspective - view that brings systems

theory and the aims of naturalistic inquiry together. Programs should not only be de-

signed but also evaluated from a viewpoint which considers the effects larger

systems (programs) have on smaller systems (programs). In the language of ,the

systems approach, extrospective analyses trace program effects to contexts not

ordinarily included in formal models of evaluation. These models commonly provide

only for introspective analyses that trace program effects within the bounded

:.ontext of the program under consideration.

lAstly, it is important, but unfortunate, to note that many programs are

signed, operated and evaluated as though they were ends in themselves without

,:onsLdt.ring that all programs are intended to. Satisfy the requirements of some

larqer system of which they are a part -- just as the objectives of a child's

hoowork assignment is determined by the objectives of the unit of which it is

J part and and the unit ob)ectives determined by the subject matter of which it is a

par And the subjoct matter ,ietermineg by the objectives of the community who determine

what t "best" for their children. Hero is where the means-ends relation-

whikh (,ften goes unnoticed with conventional evaluation models could be

1
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uncovered and evaluated with the systems approach. Systems theory and natura-

listic inquiry provide a basis fur identifying the means-end continuum, deter-

mining what program goals (ends) aro not ends-in-themselves but means to still

other ends, and whether the means actually justify the ends.

Consistent with the above notions are the following claims commonly ascribed

to the systems approach (Van Gigch, p. 30):

(i) The system approach is indispensible in considering the rela-

tionships of a particular problem to its environmental condi-

tions and in identifying the factors and variables that affect

the situation.

(.2) The systems approach brings out in the open inconsistencies

of objectives when treating the various agents who play a

part in the programs of the same system.

(1) The systems approach provides a useful framework in which

the performance of the various systems, subsystems, and the

whole system can be evaluated.

(4) The systems approach and its attendant methodology can be used

to redesign the existing system and Lo compare and test the

rf;Lativo worth nf alternative plans.

i,at Low; tr Need5, Assessment

A !nira i-nplwation of the emerginq trends derives from both the value-oriented

.1-st sv;tems-orionted approaches to evaluation. This implication is that needs

1-:;.!-sment is an ovaluation activity that should be conducted at all stages of

LTment . Kaufman (1 t1 , I*)/71 givoitop priority-to the needs

ippio,wh to ovaluation. imieed, in Kaufman's recent writing on

PG7), types of .lueds studlesmIruposited. The functions of

tv...-; of need:; stuji Ar-tr): identify programs based upon needs (Alpha

Ats,/
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type), determine solution requirements and identify solution alternatives (Beta

tyl,e)', select solutioe strategies from among alternatives (Gamma type), implement

program (Delta type), determine performance effectiveness (Epsilon type), revise

w; required iZeta type).

Tu Kaufman, a systems approach is a sequential series (Alpha-Zeta) of needs

assessments -- a view which is consistent with a systems

orientation. This series'is presented in Table 5 along with some planning and

eveluation tr,ols suggested by Kaufman that are associated with each type.

Tablt-! 5

Planning and evaluation Tools Available for Performing

Each of the Functions of a System Approach*

l'ypc of Needs

Ass ssmont

.0 Alpha ;....To

J.1) Reta Typc!

System Approach Possible Planning Tools

Function Associated with Each Function

Identify problum Needs assessment (Alpha type)

basod upon needs.

Detormibe solution rp- System analysis, needs analysis,

quirements and ilentify behavioral objectives, front-end

solution altornativtls. analysis, performance analysis.

Suloct solution strate- Systems analysis, Cost-effective-

gies from among altorna- ness analysis, PPB(E)S, simulation,

1.1 vie; . operations research/analysis,

methods-means selection techni-

claming.

f q)



Co Delta Typ?

5.0 Epsilon Type

u.0 zeta Type

*from Kaufman, 1977

Table 5

(continued)

Implement.

Dote.rmine performance

effectiveness.

Revise as required.
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PERT, CPM, management by

objective, management by exception.

Testing, assessment, auditing.

Discrepancy analysis.

(Similar to a needs assessment.)

Another noteworthy aspect of Kaufman's (1977) approach Is that it is

hierarchical with respect to making faulty assumptions and achieving significant

educational change. Kaufman stateb that the evaluator may start at any level

of needs assessment but the further from the top (Alpha type) the level of

entry, the lower the probability of actually lachieving a meaningful change

in educational practice and the greater the probability of making errors due

to faulty assumptions. Value-oriented definitions of evaluation would require

entry at the Alpha level (to identify needs and design the progxam). Decision-oriented

defLnitions gener,ally assume a lower entry level, sometimes as low as Zeta type

needs assessment (to revise the program).

Nt-teds assessment is usually conceptualized within a much narrower context

'hart II; reflected by Kaufman's Taxonomy. However, a wide variety of needs

1;o,;.,:ment typo tor:hnlques and proceduros are reported in the literature. These

tochniques include uoal setting and goal rating procedures, strategies for

asse53ing the current status of A program, discrepancy analysis, priority setting

methods And various i.pecialized technlques. (See a review by Witkin, 1977,

hese te,.nniques and thoir advantages and disadvantages.)

$
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.

Volic/_Assessment_._

A fourthimplication of the emerging trends is that policy assessments should

be conducted early on'in the planning process. Often confused with the concept

of needs, policies represent a distOct area of inquiry which provide the data

upon which needs Studies are based. Policy studies come before needs studies and

are used in deciding the type of needs study that should be conducted.

In a most general sense, policy assessment is the process by which one

understands and anticipates the kinds of issues that are expected to result from

alternative courses of action. These studies systematically examine the effects

on society that may occur when an educational technology, program or product is

introduced, extended or modified. Environmental impact statements now mandated

of chemical processors, automobile producers, steel manufacturers, and airlines

are examples of policy assessments. These assessments may be distinguished

from needs studies by their attempt to:

I. Clarify (Joals

2. Identify a:;sumptions behind goals

3. Dcfine the consequences of goals, and

4. Portray alternative courses of action (goals).

71not;e objectives entail the corollary tasks of identlfying the parties who will .

iffected both directly and indirectly by the technology, program or product

and describing the sol.rial, institutional, technological and economic factors which

!-Iancie or be chanled by the newly developed technology, program or product.

,'-)ntrary to the Tlantitative data which often earmark needs assessment,
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poliyy assessment often results in a mix of hard and soft data. Kaufman's (1977)

Alpha typo needs asseSsment is, in part, a policy assessment when the inquiry'

is focuz; A on desired goals. However, as Kaufman's taxonomy of needs assessments

moves from'a Beta to a Zeta type, the emphasis shifts from goals to means. As -

one moveg down the list of Kaufman's five remaining types, the focus of the

needs study changes to in, 0asingly reflect means (Beta and Gamma types) or take

means as givens (Delta, Epsilon and Zeta types). The fundamental difference

between policy assessment and needs assessment is that the former focuses on the

legitimacy of goals while the latter focuses on the legitimacy of means as

illustrated by the fo,llowing:

Topic of Policy Assessment Topic of Needs Assessment

Shoulkl we contain the Soviets in East How do we contain the Soviets in

Afri,:a? East Africa?

what alternatives are available to our How do we move oil from Alaska's

energy crisis? Nortn slope?

Shonia we teaLh vc.wational education

.;14b10,'ts t college hound students?

Mould t6clhnoloyial advancements,

s.A h t,, omputer at;sisted instruction,

in 1,-..,:hools to perform direct

functin:;.

in what form should we teach voca-

cational educatien to college bound

students?

What technological advancements

with direct instruction capability

are suitable for the schools?

in .,?Ac?1 of the above, policy as:iessment focuses attention on the goal itself,

,iript ion., and conlquonces lorlving it and/or alternative courses of

pcIli 7 as:wsf-ment is m.)re fundamental than need5 assessment,
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determining the area of inquiry for a needs assessment and the. type of needs

study most appropriate for a particular course of action. A needs assessment

works most effectively in conjunction with a pplicy assessment which first must ,

determine the appropriateness of a particular course of action.

The methodology of policy assessment is perhaps one of the fastest developing

areas in the general field of evaluation. Methodological advancements in this

area have spanned a broad array of qualitative and quantitative tedhniques often

combining the two in unique ways. Coates (1976) has reported on a large list

of these and has provided documentation as to their use. The following list

focuses on those techniques from his list likely to be used by the evaluator in

the not-to-distant future:

1. Trends extrapolation and futures-related techniques.

Forecasting of the time of occurence of an event ielated to a

particular goal.

(hencley and Yates, 1974)

2. RiL;k-henefit and fault-tree analyses.

The codification of risks and assorted options under varying

conditions of uncertainty.

(National Academy of Engineering, 1971)

Delphi technique.

,onen4;u!I forecatinq among a panel of experts using cycles

of tntormatpm nd feodhack without face-to-face confrontation.

(Lih3tono and Tureff, 1)73)

4. .;,-onario, gaming and simulatlon.

Mathemati..11 and nonmathematical Lochniques for developing

I
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4. complex statements of future conditions includino psyeho-

;dramatizations of current and existing states and simulations

of futurll states.

(Abt, 1970)

Cross impact analysis.

A process whereby each individual prediction in a forecast

is evaluated in relation to the probable truth or falsity

of other,predictions.

(Monsanto, 1973)

6. 'Morphological analysis.

A process by which all possible questions and answers per-

taining to a certain problem are exhausted in a large question

by answer matrix.

(Zwicky, 1)57)

7. 'Decision/relevance tree.

it

%

A mt.tho.1 for qxhaustingallpossib1. i-1 options and alternatives

with regard to a particular problem.

(Gordon et. al., 1974; Gulick, 1979) .

Judgment theory.

A procedute which combines interroqation with statistical

regression toaassign weights to alternarive courses of action.

(IIamim)nd and summers, 19i2)

Cost-benefit (input/output)

A (:la,; ( t 1)cfmo1fletrik: models u:,In(J regression ,tnalyses

foi InterrelatIng cost and productivity variables.

s:, mtler, 1.110.i; also .-IrLansky and String, 1978)
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10. structural and. system dynamic modeling.

A group activity which applies logical reasoning to complex

issues to determine interrelationships and networks among the

elements of a system.

(Meadows, Meadows, Randers, and Behrens, 1972)

Perhaps the single most definable quality linking these techniques is

the emphasis and importance they place on the participation of a broad mixture

of experts and laymen who are capable of making judgments about the implications.

of policy. Most of these techniques represent highly democratic processes in

which individual opinion is heavily weighted. In contradistinction to other

forms of government where policy alternatives must be weighed against theix

compatability with an accepted ideology, these policy assessment techniques

represent democratically oriented approaches.to the generaiion of alternatives

and definitions of consequences regardless of their relevance to the existing

state of affairs. Thus, they represent relative approaches t4., problem solving

where the criterion is unaffected by any absolute ideology but instead is

dofined by the best alternative available. This can be both an advantage and

dvantage in that (a) usually a large number of decision alternatives are

generated by these methods (as in brainstorming), often making systematic data

tabulation difficult, (h) usually small (but not necessarily insignificant)

dItteren.:fes can exist among them, making evaluation of differences between

alternatives difficult, and (c) no appeal to "hilher" authority Can be made

to .:implify the prucess, at least not initially. Only real-world constraints

and implications that can be documented by logic or experience may be entered

is acceptable Jata. on the other hand these poli.:y techniques (a) provide for/

mixlm:im number ot alternative coutses of action to be discovered, many of

wh1;h might not ftive been considered with less democratic methods, (b) represent

1.7
e J
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the best mix of opinions and viewpoints, dften representing a consensus opinion

feflecting the best features of individual viewpoints, afid (c) lead to identifi-

cation of alternatives for which therelis high probability that practical strate-

gies, solutions and methods actually exist.

The importance of the field of policy assessment over the coming decade will

be directly linked to the extent to which new technological advancements and

program development projects create newknowledge gaps and the extent to which the

direct and unanticipated effects of a program proves to be as or more significant

than the immediate or planned consequences of that program. The probable occurrence

of both of the above should make policy assessment a major development in the

field of evaluation in the next decade.

Aole of the Evaluator

;
By now the reader is no doubt aware of the close and non-coincidental

relationships which bind the concepts of systems modeling, naturalistic inquiry,

and policy and needs assessment. The interrelAtionships among these four

con\cepts are never more obvious than when their effects on the field of evalua-

tion are seen through the role of the evaluator. We now conclude with a

unifying theme which underpins these four concepts.'

Tho emerging trends depicted in this paper as well as the implications

aVovo forecast an expanding role for the evaluator. This role will be shaped

hy on increasing tendency to define evaluation broadly and to include within

definition evaluation activities that are performed prior to program

development. The symems approach to ovaluation generally and the concepts of

naturalistic obwrvation, needs asessment and policy assessment specifically

point to some of the ways the ovaluitor's role is expanding to include activi-

t:01; porformed eatly on in the )1anning and development process.
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The systems approach to evaluation confers on the'avaluator a broad aryay

of responsibilities heretofore divided among other specialists. While l'aving

the bulk of the planning and development work to these specialists, th,//systems

approach places responsibility with the evaluator for many quasi-eval4ation or

concomitant activities which; while not a direct part of the planning and develop-

ment process, hold potential for substantially improving the quality of program

planning and development. These activities can so influence the design of an

evaluation that their completion by the evaluator early on in the planning.and

development process may soon become a standard for good evaluation. An analysis

of the systems approach can foreshadow some of these "front-end" activities

the evaluator may soon be expected to perform.

T.he systems approach represents the integration of the planning, development

and evaluation processes into a single coherent approach, thus implying an

underlining thread by which these processes are linked. The responsibility for

providing this link may increasingly fall upon the shoulders of the evaluator.

The evaluator may be i,xpected to perform this linking function with quasi-evalua-

tion activities that accompany tho process of evaluation but which are not

themselves part of the act of determining the "merit or worth of a thing". Several

su,Th aetIvitiet; have already emerged such as policy assessments for determining

tne relative consequences of program objectives, needs assessments for deter-

ml:ILn,; the most appropriate methods, solutions and strategies for meeting pro-

,h)e(7tives, sy:;tem$ . modellnq techniquea for clarifying and refining

ram iesign and naturalir;tic inquiry for determining the larger system in

writ:At the program must operate and, hence, means-ends relationships. While

hyse tivit.LCs can materially contribute to a unified approach to planning,

1,,Y0!.:.ment Ind evalnati.m they ACO not the ernly one:,;. The evaluator

8L
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can assume many other "front end" functions of a logical nature which help

clarify and focus the work of the planner and developer. Determining the

representativeness, accuracy and appropriateness of prOgram objectives, the

logicalness of intended relationships between program components and expected

outcomes, the congruency of objectives with ,planned development activAies,

and the modeling of intended instructional activities and outcomes to depict.

hierarchical, and sequential relationships among program.objectives, are,other

activities implied by an integrated approach to planning, developmeni evalua-

tion. These activities can be described as preformative activities, that s activi-

ties performed by the evaluator prior to program development. beCause preformative

evaluation flows from the policy and needs assessment process, it can be

expected to influence all aspects of program planning, development and evaluation-.

Traditionally, program planning, development and evaluation have been viewed

as distinct roles or functions related in sequence but not substance. Formal

training in evaluation has not always emphasized concepts of instructional

design and development and vice versa. While the notion of formative evaluation

has linked program development to evaluation, it has not related evaluation to

program planning. Given the concepts of systems theory, naturalistic in4uiry,

and policy and needs assessment, a coherent, unified approach to planning,

development and evaluation can emerge. The further development of these concepts and

tiv linking of them to the planning, development and evaluation process is an

important outcome for the field ot evaluation in the decade ahead.

):3
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Postscript

The following observations were prepared after reviewing a small but

representative sample of studies that have evaluated computer b'ased instruction.

Using.the concepts and milestones discussed in earlier portions of this paper

as an organizational framework, the evaluation issues, problems and concerns

raised by these studies were noted and arranged in the following table. This

. table Is intended as an argumentative "think piece" for discussing desired says

of evaluating pomputer basei instruction.

Some Observations on the Evaluation of Computer Based Instruction (CBI)

in Pelation to Concepts and Milestones in the Fiel of Evaluation

1.%-wtor3 Contributing to the Their Relationship to the Evaluation of

Growth of Evaluation Computer Based Instruction

itluf7ational Development

ind :Aal Trends

For the studies reviewed, the evaluation

of computer based instruction seemed to have

followed many of the same trelds that influ-

enced the growth And development of the larger

field of evaluation. Within this context the

evaluation of CAI/CMI software development

seemed most influenced by the principles of

operationalism and behavioral objectives,

moderately influenced by the ESEA Legislation

of 1965 and least influenced by the school

and teacher accountability movement. The use

of models of software development stemming

from the curriculum reform movement could also

be notd, particularly the team authorPl-dp of

instructional software and the formatiye evalua-

tion and pilot testing of prototype materials.
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Traditional Definitions of

Evaluation

83
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The eira]uations of CBI that were reviewed

were generally indistinguishable from applied

research. The.applied research character

of these evaluations seemed to be regarded

as a strength.and not a factor limiting the

generalizability or contextual validity of

the conclusions that could be drawn from

them. While these investigations were

often called evaluations, they were, in

essence, applied research studies indis-

tinguishable from textbook definitions of

'experimental and quasi-experimental research.

The statistical control of potentially

confounding (interactive) variables, the

terminal availability of data, the use

of ,:ontrol groups and statistical decision

rules (e.g., p < .05) were standard ingre-

dients of these studies.
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Most CBI eval4ations did not employ

evaluation models. The applied research

nature of these studies made the utiliza-

tion of evaluation models difficult because

many of these models fell outside the

traditional definition of applied research.

Given the applied research nature of these

studies, the matching of any particular

evaluation model to a particular CBI

context was not possible. For example,

only Provus' "cost-benefit" stage and

Stufflebeam's "product" stage clearly

matched the stated purposes of CBI evalua-

tions, while such concepts as Stake's

"logical contingency," Stufflebeam's

"context evaluation" and Provus' "program

definition" seemed too far removed from

the conclusion oriented and hypothesis

testing intent of these evaluations to be

of use.
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Decision-oriented Evaludtion

85

Most studies reviewed seemed to fit

the PDK National Study Committee's defini-

tion of cducc.tional ev.iluation stated as:

...the provess of delineating,

obtaining, ani providing useful

information for judging decision

alternatives.

The purpose of many of these studies was

to provide decision makers with information

as to whether previously articulated

program goals and objectives were being met.

This purpose seemed to add a dacidely summa-

tive emphasis to many evaluations resulting

in considerably less emphasis on formative

evaluation and program modification. Some-

times conclusions were used in an all or

none manner:. the prograA was either accepted

cr reiected, adopted or discontinued. But,

other times the data were too ambiguous to

point to such all-exclusive alternatives,

and, hence, were ignored in making recom-

mendations for program improvements.

k)
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CBI evaluations seemed to have paid

little attention to the relationship

between means and ends. Outcomes studied

seldom went beyond end-of-instruction

attitude and achievement indicators and

seldom examined the extent to which the

results of the computer based instruction

served larger program or institutional

goals. Goals and standards for a program

were generally taken as givens and the

program judged on the basis of how well

it met these goals and standards. For

example, better attitude and higher

achievement were sometimes considered

exclusive ends, even when the goal of the

instruction might have also inctuded the

reduction of instructional time and

successful on the job peiformande.

41,



Naturallstic.Inquiry
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Naturalistic inquiry played little, if

any, role in.the CBI evaluations reviewed.

If naturalistic inquiry is defined as "any

form of research that aims 'at discovery and

verification through observation..." (Willems

and Rauch, 1969, p. 81) or "...slice of life

episodes documented through natural language

" (Wolf and Tymitz, 1976- 1977), little

in the manner in which these CBI evaluations

were conducted would suggest such a theme.

Thus, naturalistic inquiry as a series of

observations that are alternately directed

at the process of "discovery and verification"

generally did not characterize CBI studies.

Also, evaluators seldom approached the data

collection with a minimum of preconceived

categories or notions of what would be seen

or.as though the phenomena were being ob-

served for the first time. Thus, data were

tabulated and analyzed in traditional ways

with tradittonal statistical techniques,

cilkowing little to be discovered other

than that which was expected at the onset of

the studlt.

E31..)



Systems Approach
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If the systems approach is viewed as a

coherent, integrated,approach to planning,

development and evaluation, then few CBI pro-

jects evidenced this concept. To the contrary,

planning, development and evaluation were gener-

ally compartmentalized with the evaluator arriving

at tha end of the development task to fill an

applied research or summative role. Activities

sech as defining needs, conflucting task analyses,
s

identifying entry behaviors and writing per-
.

formance objectives, while sometimes impli-

citly carried out by program developers and

managers, generally were not consi4ered part

of the process of evaluation and seldom were

conducted in a systematic manner. Other

characteristics of the systems approact, such

as its capacity to deal sirrulta..eously with

multiple dimensions of the instructional

enviroLment, its reliance on program modeling

to describe this environment, and the concep-

tualizatiol, of parts within wholes (programs

within larger programs), also were not in

evidence. CBI evaluations seldor. considered

.tho effects of the system in whicll the progrIn

operated or traced program effec.s to other

thvl the immediate st,muli under consiration.

St$



Needs and Policy Assessment
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Absent from most CBI evaluations was a

determination of the needs and policies upon

which the design for a particular program was

based. :Phis led to the failure of many studies

to actually document whether the program's per-

formance met some empirically determined need.

Also, the'policies of the agencies or institu-

tions in which CBI programs operated, while per-

haps imp'icitly known, were seldom empirically

determined. These policies, if documented,

might 'have in some instances resulted in the

selection of different control treatments with

which the computer based instruction was to be

compared by ruling out the feasibility of some

forms of instruction for technical, administrative

or economic reasons. Most importantly, needs

and policy studies were not used to pinpoint

the precise nature of the problem which justi-

tied development of the comPuter based instruction

in the first place. The reason why CBI was consi-

dered a more reasonable alternative than some

other mode of instruction was seldom made clear

and this, in turn, focused evaluations on CBI

generally rather than on those unique aspects

of th- medium which could account for its

superiority,over an alternative treatment.

,s
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The role of the evaluator was essentially

one of an applied researcher. Typically the":

evaluator's role consisted of instrument develop-

ment, data collection, statistical analysis

and report writing. Seldom did it allow for

the determination of needs and policies rele-

vant to the design of a program or for

determining the ultimate end to which CBI

was to be the means. .Generally, CBI evalua-

tions did not define evaluation broadly to

include preformative activities which could

determine the needs and justification upon

which a program might be based. This role

for the evaluator was most consistent with

the decision-oriented definition of evaluation

wherein the goals and objectives for s program

are taken as givens. Qrhis role was less

consistent with the value7oriented definition

of evaluation wherein the work of the evalua-

tor Includes determination of the merit,

worth or value of the goals and objectives

themselves.
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